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SUMMARY 
27th October, 1980. 

At 01.08 hours. 

Western. 

1676 mm (Broad Gauge). 

Km. 369/9-5 between Jtola and Miyagam Karjan stations on 
Baroda Division. 

Collision of 6 Up Mail with the derailed wagons of IBTD Down 
Goods train. 

{i) 6 Up Saurashtra Mail. 
{ii) IBTD Down Goods train, 

{i) 6 Up-18 bogie-coaches hauled by Electric Locomotive 
No. 21837 WCAMI. 

{ii) IBTD Down Goods-58 wagons hauled by Electric Loco-
motive No. 20550 WAM4. 

{i) 6 Up-About 75 km/h. 
{ii) IBTD Down-Stationary. 

Absolute Block System. 

Two {Electrified). 
I in 620 rising towards Miyagam Karjan. 
Straight. 

Clear. 

Normal in the engine headlight. 
Killed-II 
lnjurcd-24 
{Grievous-14) 
{Simple-10) 

Rs. 38,30,000. 00 

6 Up running into an obstruction caused by some derailed wagons 
of IBTD Down Goods fouling the Up track. 

{i) 

{ii) 

{iii) 
{iv) 
{v) 

{vi) 

• {i) 

Shri Bhikhubhai Ukhabhai, 'C' Grade Driver of IBTD 
Down Goods. 
Sbri Baliram Kashiram, C & W Fitter, Central Railway, 
Bhusaval. 
Sbri Sudhakar K. Ayre, HTXR, Bandra Marshalling Yard. 
Sbri S. Suryakant, TXR, Bandra Marshalling Yard. 
Fitters of Intensive Examination Gang nominated for check
ing axle boxes with Vaidyanathan Gauge. 
Neutral Train Examiners who certified Wagon No. 17196 
ER fit -after repacking at Bhusaval on 23-8-80 and after 
intensive examination and repair at Bandra Marshalling 
Yard on 25/26-10-80. 

Quicker ways and means to be adopted on the heavily 
worked electrified and double line sections for the Driver 
and Guards of trains running in one direction to com
municate warnings to adjoining stations and Drivers of 
trains in the opposite direction in addition to placing of 

(I) 



(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ii) 

detonators and displaying danger singals e.g. by pro· 
viding mobile radio comn_mnication e9uipment on trai!ls, 
fitting yellow fhshing hghts on engmes and extending 
the supply of fuses to the Drivers and Guards of all 
trains. 
The instructions in the Rules for working of electric 
trains on electrified sections and Traction Manuals should 
emphasise the over-riding necessity, on failure of power 
supply, of a Driver protecting the adjacent . line or lines 
before carrying out any other trouble shootmg or other 
checks in the locomotive. 

In tbe event of aov serious OHE breakdown on electrified 
double line secti"ons, the cause of which is not known, 
the Track Power Controller, after isolating the section, 
should advise the concerned Traffic Controller to imme· 
diately impose a speed restriction of 20 km/h by day and 
10 km/h by night, with cautious driving by tho Driver of 
the first train on the adjacent line if a train has entered 
the faulty section before the OHE breakdown and has 
not reached the station in advance. If a train had already 
entered the adjacent line of the affected section, the Traction 
Power Controller, after isolating the faulty section shall 
"SWITCH ON and SWITCH OFF' the supply in a 
1'1"0-determined manner to serve as a warning to tho Driver 
to keep a sharp look out for any obstruction and for 
cautious driving to the ·next station. 

End-to-end running of Goods trains without an examination 
en-route, recently introduced on all Railways, should be 
held in abeyance till action is taken to enforce Railway 
Board's standards of intensive examination at the original· 
ing station. to improve the specifications . of materials 
used in Goods Rolling stock and to ensure. the integrity 
of fittings in the wagon5 over"tbe extended runs. 

Maximum speeds of ·through Goods trains should be 
reduced from 72 km/h to 60 km/h after a run of about 
400 Kms. to cater for 20% brake fade. For runs in excess 
of 800 Kms., there should be a further reduction pro rata 
to the average brake fade taking place. 

Oear executive orders should be issued clarifying the extant 
of responsibility of TXRs after intensive examination 
and of the Operating Branch when trains are not offered 
for examination en route. 

All Goods trains, which have been intensively examined, 
should be given a nomenclature prefixed with the letter 
'I' for all concerned en-route to be aware of this fact. 

The Goods Working Time Table should be reprinted at 
mtervals of 6 months along with the Working Time Table 
for Passenger trains and should show the inter-station 
and inter-section I running time for varying maximum 
speeds. 



GM 
CEE 
CTE 
CTSS 
CRSE 
DRM. 
MS 
Sr. DEN 
Sr. DME 
DEE 
AEN 
SM 
ASM 
TXR 
HTXR 
OHE 
DSTE 
ACS 
ss 
RDSO 
ATNL 
Dy. TNL 
BAMY 
C&W 
PWI 
APWI 
cws 
Tl 
AME 
TPC 
ACTM&O 
DTM 

Abbreviations used in this Report 

General Manager. 
Chief Electrical Engineer. 
Chief Track Engineer. 
Chief Traffic Safety Superintendent. 
Chief Rolling Stock Engineer. 
Divisional Railway Manager. 
Medical Superintendent. 
Senior Divisional Engineer. 
Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer. 
Divisional Electrical Engineer. 
Assistant Engineer. 
Station Master. 
Assistant Station Master. 
Train Examiner. 
Head Train Examiner. 
Overhead Equipment. 
Divisional Signal & Telecom. Engineer. 
Assistant Commercial Superintendent. 
Station Superintendent. 
Research Designs & Standards Organisation. 
Assistant Controller. 
Deputy Train Controller. 
Bandra Marshalling Yard. 
Carriage and Wagon. 
Permanent Way Inspector. 
Assistant Permanent Way Inspector. 
Chief Wagon Supervisor. 
Traffic Inspector. 
Assistant Mechanical Engineer. 
Traction Power Controller. 
AC Traction Maintenance and Operation. 
Directed Track Maintenance. 

Note :-For Codes of Coaching Stock refer to Conference Rules-Part-lY, Appendix-B. 

(111) 



Government of India 

Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation 

(Commission of Railway Safety) 

No. 

From: 

To 

Tho Commissioner of Railway Safety, 
Western Circle, 2nd Floor, 
Churchgate Station Building Annexo, 
Maharshi Karvo Road, 
BOMBA Y-400 020. 

The Secretary to the Government of 
India, 
Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation, 
Sardar Patel Bhavan, 
NEW DELHI. 

Through : The Chief Commissioner of Railway 
Safety, 
LUCKNOW. 

Sir, 
In accordance with Rule 4 of tho Statutory 

Investigation into Railway Accidents Rules, 
I 973 issued under the Ministry of Tourism and 
Civil Aviation's Notification No. RS. 13-T(8)/ 
71, dated 19-4-1973, I have tho honour to 
report the results of my Inquiry on tho 
Collision of 6 Up Saurashtra Mail with tho 
derailed wagons of IBTD Down Goods train 
at Km. 369/9-5 between Itola and Miyagam 
Karjan stations on tho Vadodara-Surat double 
line broad gauge electrified section of Vadodara 
Division of Western Railway at 01 ·08 hours 
on the clear and moon-lit night of 27th Octobor, 
1980. 

1.2.. Inspection of Site and Inquiry 

1.2.1. I received first information of the · acci
dent from tho Headquarters Office at a bout 
07 ·05 hours on 27-10-80 and went to tho site 
by a Special Train which left Bombay Central 
at 10 ·50 hours and reached the site of accident 
at about 17 ·15 hours; by this time, restoration· 
operations were already in progress. I stayed 
at site till tho evening of 28-10-80. During 
my vfsit, I inspected- · 

(i} tho site of accident, 

(ii} the derailed and damagod electric loco
motive and firsf 6 coaches of 6 Up Sau-
rashtra Mail, and · · 

(iii) tho 31 derailed -and damagod wagons of 
tho rear portion of tho partod IBTD 
Down Goods train, some of which had 
already boon thrown off tho Down tr~ck 
and others rorailod and taken back woth 
tho 6 undamagod and undorailed wagon 
in roar to Miyagam Karjan, . 
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1.2.2. A sketch of the site of accident and 4 
photographs of tho accident are appended (Not 
printed). 

1.2.3. On tho afternoon of 28-10-80, accom
panied by tho CTSS, DRM and MS, I visited 
tho Shri Sayajirao General (SSG) Hospital 
at Vadodara where some of tho injured persons 
were still under troatment and recorded their 
stato.nonts. 

1.2.4. On tho 30th and 31st October 1980, 
along with tho CEE, CTE, CTSS, CRSE, DRM 
and other Divisional Officers of Vadodara 
Division, I again inspected tho site after both 
tracks had been cleared. I also inspected tho 
undamaged and undorailod electric locomotive 
and 21 wagons of tho front portion of the IBTD 
Down Goods train, which had been taken to 
Vadodara. 

1.2.5. On tho night of 30-10-80, while travelling 
on the front cab of electric locomotive WCAMI 
No. 21835 hauling 28 Up Vadodara Express from 
Vadodara to Miyagam Karjan, I carried out a 
visibility test of a Red Hand Signal lamp pro
minently displayed near Km. 309/27 just before 
the site of collision and of a wagon kept on an 
adjoining line in Miyagam Karjan station yard. 

1.2.6. A Pross Notification concerning tho 
Inquiry appeared in several local daily newspapers 
published from Ahmadabad inviting members 
of tho public, having knowledge relating to the 
accident, to give evidence at tho Inquiry or to 
communicate with me by post. 

1.2. 7. Tho Civil and Police authorities including 
tho Govornmont Railway Police wore duly 
notifiod of the Inquiry which I commenced-at 
Miyagam Karjan station on 30-10-80 and con
tinued at Vadodara on 31-10-80, 1-11-80, 
17-11-80 and 18-11-80. 

1.2.8. The Administrative Officers of tho Railway 
and other Officers present at the Inquiry were-

1. Shri K. P. Ramalingam Chief Electrical 
Enginoor, Bombay. 

2. , S. M. Joglekar 

3. , S. Krishnaswamy 

Chief track 
Engineer, Bom
bay. 

Chief Traffic 
Safety Superin
tendent, Bom• 
bay. 



4. Sbri R. N. Gupta 

5. , A. K. Pant 
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Chief Rolling 
Stock Engineer, · 
Bombay. 

Divisional Rail
way Manager, 
Vadodara. 

The District Magistrate deputed his Mamlatdar 
and the Superintendent. Railway Police hiS 
Sub-Inspector for the first two days of the In
quiry. The Divisional Officers were called m 
as and when required. 

1.2.9. The evidence of 63 witnesses was recorded 
during the Inquiry. 

Note :-In this Report-
(i) the. terms 'right.neft', 'leadingftrailin!l' 

2nd £front/rear· wherever used are m 
reference to the direction of travel of IBTD 
Down Through Goods Train and 6 Up 
Saurashtra Mail unless the context 
indicates otherwise; 

("ti) the terms 'in advance of'/'ahead of' and 
'in rear or /'behind"in relation to a location 
are used to define a position on the line 

·beyond and before reaching the locati~n 
respectively, as seen . from the approachmg 
trains; : 

(iii) The following abbreviations are used : 
ffiTD Down for IBTD Down Through 
· Goods Train involved 

in the accident. 

6 UP for 6 Up Saurashtra Mail 
of 27-10-80 also involved 
in the accident. 

CEE, CTE, CTSS, CRSE, DRM, MS, 
Sr. DEN. Sr. DME, DEE, AEN, SM, 
"ASM, TXR are for designations of 
officials in common usage on the Indian 
Railways. 

1.3_ The Accident 
1.3.1. On the clear and moon-lit night of 
27-10-80, while No. IBTD Down Goods Train 
(load 58-73/2190 tonnes), hauled by electric 
loco No. WAM4 20550. was running on the 
Down line between Miyagam Karjan and ltola 
staliom, two wheel sets of two wagons (22nd 
and 23rd from the locomotive) derailed between 
Electric Masts at Km. (EM Nos.) 369/2-4. 
These two pairs of wheels travelled in a derailed 
condition damaging . the CST9 plates and tie 
bars of the track ahead, traversed a small 
I x 3 -()6 m girder bridge b>Wteen E\1 Nos. 
369/4-6, with the right wheels in between the 
guard rails and the left wheels in the gap beyond 
the left extremity of. the sleepers on the bridge 
and continued in like manner thereafter, when 
a parting took place in the rear of the 21st 
wagon of the train. The locom'>tive with 
the front portion of 21 wagons went ahead on 
the rails till they stopped with the locomotive 
just ahead of EM No. 370/14. Tho rear portion 

of the parted load travelled further ahead in 
a derailed condition till it stopped 12 ·4 m. 
short of EM No. 369/10. During this travel 
of the rear portion beyond the gir~er bridge, 
bunching took place of the wagons m rear of 
the 22nd wagon resulting in several wagons 
derailing and piling up in a short length on 
both sides of the Down line between EM Nos. 
369/6-8. 

1.3.2. In the process, the down line electric 
mast No. 369/8 was damaged, a circuit breaker 
on the Down OHE tripped at 00 ·45 hours 
and some derailed wagons of the Down Goods 
train fouled the Up Main line. The gap between 
the parted loads was approximately 947 metres 
when they came to a halt. 

1.3.3. This tripping caused a power supply 
failure of the Down Main line in the section 
Lakodra-Makarpura and a simultaneous 
tripping and power supply failure of the Up 
Main line in the same section. As a result, 
6 Up Saurashtra Mail hauled by electric loco 
No. WCAMI 21837 with 18 coaches came to 
a halt at Km. 382/9-11, about 5 Kms. in rear 
of Itola station. The fault was located and 
power supply restored on the Up Main Line 
at 00 ·52 hrs., i.e. within seven minutes. 6 Up 
then resumed its journey. and ran through Itola 
station at 01 ·02 brs. before entering ltola
Miyagam Karjan block section. 

1.3.4. At 01 -()8 hrs., the Up line OHE again 
tripped. This h· ppcned wh<n the locomotive of 
6 Up and first 6 coaches b,hind it collided with· 
the infringing and dcraikd wagon• of IBTD 
Down Goods train and damaged the nearby 
Up line electr'c mast No. 369/7. Seconds before 
the crash took place, the Driver of 6 Up had 
jammed the emergency brake and the A'5istant 
D;iver did likewise. The collision apparently 
caused the locomotive of 6 Up to derail and 
swerve to the left when the underframe of a 
wagon came right across its path; it then rolled 
down the emb1nkment and came to rest a 
little •hort of EM No. 369f5. The 6 coaches 
h,hind the locomotive in turn side-collided with 
the other derailed wagon• of the Down Good• 
train, swerved to the left, derailed except for 
the trailing trolly of the 6th coach and 2 of them 
{2nd and 5th coach) capsized .. 

1.3.5. The weather was clear and vi•ibility was 
normal in the headlight of the electric locomo
tives, bolh of which •hut off automatically 
when their re>pec!ive DJs tripped when the 
derailments took place on the Down and Up 
lines rcspectivdy. · · 

1.3.6. Casualties. 
As a result of the accident, II persons were 

killed (9 of them on the spot), 14 were grievously 
injured, 10 received simple injuries and 43 
trivial. 



U. RELIEF MEASURES 
2.1. First intimation. 

Shri F. Sashivadan, Fireman of Vadodara 
Yard, who was travdling on tho ill-fated 6 Up 
train, convoyod to tho Vadodara Control at 
01 ·52 hrs. the first information of the accident 
including the occurrence of injuries to passen
gers, from Miyagam Karjan 'C' Cabm. At 
02 ·10 hrs., some more details were furni;hed to 
the Control from the same 'C' Cabin by Shri 
0. P. Khanna, Station Sul'erintcndcnt, Bombay 
Central, who was also travdlmg by 6 Up. 

2.2. Medical attention. 
2.2.1. The Guard of 6 Up, 4 railway officers 
and othor· railway staff, who were travelling 
by 6 Up, went round and hdped passengers 
to come out from the derailed and capsized 
coaches. The first aid box of the Guard of 
6 Up was initially u~cd by him and t_wo Doctors 
travelling on the tram to gtve ~edical atd .to 
the i njurcd passengers. ASM/Mtyagam KarJan 
sent word to the Medical Oflb:r of the Public 
Health Centre, Miyagarn KarJan and 2 other 
Doctors at Miyagam at 02 ·25 hrs. and within 
half an hour, thq came to tlte >Ia ion and rer.• 
dercd medical aid. They then went to the site 
by a Tower wagon at 04 ·05 Ius. and rondercd 
furth:r medical aid. 

2.2.2. Medical Vans ordered from Vadodara, 
Udhna and Valsad arrived at site at 03 ·15, 
05 ·55 and 06 ·00 hrs. respectively with Doctors 
and para-medical staff, Tv(o Doctors with 
para-medical staff arrtvcd m the MediCal Van 
from Vadodara. The Medical Superintendent, 
Vadodara 3 other Doctors and other para• 
medical 'staff reached the site at 04 ·40 hrs. 
Civil Ambulances with Doctors of Sh.-i Say~jirao 
General Hospital and the Ctty Ftre Brtg.lde 
Ambulance Vadodara reached the . site at 06 ·45 
hrs. All · these Doctors on arrtval rendered 
medical aid to the injured pa"engcrs, most of 
whom were brought by the Vadodara Medical 
Van which left the site at 06 ·08 hrs. and reached 
Vad~dara at 07 ·25 hrs. A few_ injured passer.• 
gers w.re also brought by the CtVtl Ambulances. 
In all, 24 injured persons v:ere admttted to 
Shri Sayajirao General Hospttal Vadodara by 
08 ·30 hrs. 

2.2.3. 7 dead bodies of passengers were extri· 
cated and after Panchanama w~~ kept_ under !he 
custody of the Railway and ClVll Pollee at stte. 
The dead bodies of the Driv~r _and Assi!tant 
Driver of 6 Up wore trapped tnstde the twisted 
front cab of the locomotive because the under· 
frame of a wagon was lying on top of the cab. 
Willt the he!~' of lite Loco Breakdown staff and . 
the Fire Bng.de, attempts were made to remove 
these 2 bodies but without success, even though 
cranes were used. B;cause the locomotive was 
drenched with oil, which had leaked out from 
one· of lite tankers on the Goods train, g~s 
cuitirig · equipment could not be_ used. UJu. 
mately; with the help of Trrfor equtpment front 
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the BreakdOwn train ana· Lucas jacks, the bony 
of the Assistant Driver was extric .. tcd at 12.-30 · 
hrs. and that of the Driver at 21 •30 hrs. 8 
bodies wore sent to the mortuary of the Shri 
Sayajirao General Hospital by 13 ·00 hrs. and 
the last body, that of the Driver, by 2} ·30 hrs. 

2. 3. RestoratiolL 
2.3.1. The Police did not come in the way of 
restoration operations and ,gave clearance at. 
09 ·45 hrs. Since lite possibility of · sabotage
was ruled out. 

2.3.2. Five Breakdown trains were ordered, 
from Vadodara, Kankaria, . Udhna, Valsad· 
and Bandra. Marshalling Yard and clearance.· 
operations commenced at 10 ·50 hrs. and pro-
gressed from 4 ends i.e. be tb ends of Up and 
Down Main lines. The Up line was cleared. 
at 16 ·00 hrs. on 29-10-80 and through running 
after energisation of OHE restored at 17 ·45 
hrs. The Down line was cleared at 23 ·15 hrs .. 
and through running restored at 23 ·20 hrs. on 
29-J0-80. 

2.3.3. As a result of this accident extensive 
cancellation/regulation of passenger · services 
had to be resorted to from 27-10-80 to 29-10-80. · 
In all 17 long distance Mail/Express and 2 Passen- · 
gcr trains were cancelled, 42 long dhtance Mail/ 
Exp~ess and 19 Passenger tr.ains were .regul~ted 
on etther stde and 6 long distance Mrui/Express 
trains were diverted via the Central Railway. 

,., .. ' .. . . 
2.3.4. The underailcd rear 12 coaches of 6 UP_ 
left site at 07 ·45 hrs. and were brought back to 
Vadodara at 09 ·20 hrs. The uninjured passen· 
gers were then transhipped with other stranded 
passengers from other trains in ST Buses from 
Vadodara to Miyagam K.arjan for their onward 
journey to Bombay in 2 Special Trains, which 
left Miyagam Karjan at 15 ·30 hrs. and 19·15 
Iu-s. respectively for Bombay Central. In the 
reverse direction as well, the passengers of 
15 Down were transhipped from Miyagam 
K.arjan to Vadodara in ST Buses .. Some pa~sen
gers preferred to walk from the stte of acetdent 
to Mtyagam Karjan and later left by these 2 
Special Trains for Bombay Central. The un
claimed and damaged luggage an~ other parcels 
in !he luggage van were dealt w1th under Pan· 
chanamas and disposed off as usual by the COD!• 
mercia! Branch. 

2.3.5. 6 Up S!'urashtra _Mail was running· to 
full capacity; tt was esttmat_ed ~hat ~here _were 
about 1200 passengers travelling m thts tratn· at 
tlte time of the accident. 

m. COMPOSITION OF TRAINS · 
AND DAMAGE 

3.1. IBTD Down Goods train. 

(i) Tit.. train consisted of 58 wagons · equ_i· ·~ 
valent to 73 units lind was hauled by an elect-no·· 
Locomotive. · ··- ' 



(ii) The Locomotive-Electric Loccmotive 
WAM4 No. 20550 was manufactured at Chit
tar njan in 1975 and was commissioned in July 
1975. It was fiaed with a vacuum brake and 
air b.""ake, h.:a ilight, speedometer and speed 
recorder. Tho speed recorder was .not in use 
as it was hauling a Goods train. Its length was 
19 -974 m over buffers and its weight was 117 ·612 
tonnes. The braking force on the locomotive was 
85 ·806 tonnes. It was fitted with the usual 
Emergency Brake Valve on the Assistant Driver's 
side for emergency use. 

(iii) The load of 58 wagons was equivalent to 
73 units and consisted of 44 Numbers of 4 
wheelers, I 0 bogie wagons, 3 tank wagon and a 
brakevan. The total length of the load over 
buffers was 542 ·8 metres and its gross weight 
excluding the locomotive was 2190 tonnes. 
There wen: 68 cylinders on the load of which 
62 were effective when the train left Bandra 
giving an effective brake-power of 91 %. The 
b.""aking force on the train excluding the loco
motive was 593 ·5 tonnes. 

(iv) IBID Down was a through goods train 
marshalled at Bandra Marshalting Yard after 
intensive examination and repairs and was 
booked to run through to Tugalakabad with 

SI.No. Coach No. ilody(Type 
nom the 
engine 

1 - 2 

t. LR. 3774 BEMI--AT 
2. WGSCNY 7216 ICF-AT 

. 3.· WGSCNY 7202 ICF-AT 
4. WGSCNY 7203 ICF-AT 
s. WGSCNY 7213 ICF-AT 
6. WFC 31S7 ICF-AT 
7. WFC 6108 ICF-AT 
a. WFC 6121 ICF-AT. 
9. FCI 6237 ICF-AT 
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10". pp 168S IRS-Non-AT 
u. WGS 5174 ICF-AT 
12. GS 4226 BEMI--AT 
13. GS - 4291 BEMI--AT 
14. WGSCNY 7208 ICF-AT 
IS. WGSCG 5939 BEMI--AT 
16. WFC 61S7 ICF-AT 
17. WGSCW 5544 BEMI--AT 
18. LR. 3776 BEMI--AT 

(iv) The total length of the train was 401·3 
metres and its weight 685 tonnes, both exclusive 
ofthe loco. The train was fully vacuum braked 
with 100% brake-power. The braking force 
on the train excluding the locomotive was 699 
onnes. 

a safe-to-run TXR. examination scheduled 
only at Kota, which is 908 Kms. away from 
Bandra. The locomotive was changed at V alsad. 
The train con>isted of fully loaded wagons except 
for 2 empty CRTs, 24th and 26th from the engine 
(3rd and 5th in the rear portion of the parted 
load). The parting took place after the 21st 
wagon. 

3.2. 6 Up Saurashtra Mail 
(i) 6 Up Saurashtra Mail consisted of 18 

coaches hauled by an electric locomotive. 

(ii) The locomotive-Electric locomotive 
WCAMI No. 21837 was manufactured at Chit
taranjan in 1978 and was commi.sioned in 
December, 1978. It was fitted with a vacuum 
brake and air brake, headlight, speedometer 
and speed recorder, all in working order. It 
did not have a Vigilance Control Device; Its 
length was 20 ·950 m over buffers and its weight 
was 115 ·912 tonnes. The braking force on the 
locomotive was 85 ·806 tonnes. It was also 
provided with the usual Emergency Brake valve 
on the Assistant Driver's side for emergency 
use. 

-(iii) The coaches-The 18 coaches on the train 
were marshalled ftom the locomotive. as under ; 

Year built Date of last Date or 
POH Returb 

4" s 6· 

l97S 30-9-l!O 10/81 
1919 1-6-79 1/80 
1919 24•7-80 8/81 
1919 14•7-80 8/81 
1919 IS-7o80 8/81 
1961 23·7•80 il/81 
1967 17-12·79 12/81 
1967 31-12•79 9/81 
1970 31-3o80 10/81 
19S7 IZ.7·80 8/81 
1972 3·7-l!O 8/81 
1961 2o.J-80 3/82 
1963 3()-9-80 4/82 
1979 IS-7-l!O 8/81 
1973 20-6-79 1/81 
1972 27-ll-79 8/80 
1970 8-7-80 2/82 
191S . ll-7-80 8/81 

3.3. Disposition and Damages. 
3.3.1. The ultimate position of the locomotive 
and 6 coaches of 6 Up was as given below : 

Locomotive The locomotive WAll lying · 
No. 21837 below the embankment -
WCAM·l with Waaon ·No. 5985"1. 



3774 LR 

NR/C entangled with 
the front portion. 

I st The coach had capsized 
and was lying on the 
embankment parallel to 
the track with its rear 
end resting on the Electric 
Loco. 

7216 WGSCNY 2nd This coach was thrown 
off the track and was 
lying in the ditch below 
th• embankment _ just 
adjacent to the Electric 
Loco. 

7202 WGSCNY 3rd The coach was thrown 
off the track and was 
lying almost perpendi· 
cular to the Up track 
with the rear end on 
Wagon No. 49493 NR/ 
C and the front end 
entangled with Coach 
No. 7216 WGSCNY. 

7203 WGSCNY 4th This coach was also rest· 
ing on Wagon No. 49493 
at one end with the other 
end touching the cap· 
sized. Coach No. 7213 
WGl\CNY on the em· 
~ank!'lent. of Up line. 

7213 WGSCNY 5ih This coach had capsized 
and was lying on the 
embankment of the Up 
frack: Wagon No. 61730 
SEJBRHT was under it. 

3157 WFC 6th The rear trolly of this 
coach had not derailed 
and was on the Up track. 
The front trolly had 
derailed and the front 
portion of this coach 
had crumpled due to 
the rear portion of Coach 
No. 7213 WGSCNY tele
scoping into it. 

3.3.2. (i) The locomotive of 6 Up suffered 
extensive damage and is expected to be con· 
demned· after salvaging the major and costly 
equipment on the locomotive like 6 traction 
motors, main transformer, motor alternator 
set~ rectifier blocks, copper bus bars, auxiliarie~, 
underframe equipment etc. and one bogie. 

(ii) Of the 6 coaches of 6 Up that derailed, 
the luggage van, which was the 1st coach behind 
the · locomotive, suffered extensive damage and 
the· other 5 coaches suffered comparatively 
le~ser 'damages: 
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3.3.3. (i) Of the rear portion of 37 wagons of 
the parted Goods train, the ultimate position 
was that its front 31 wagons derailed and the 
rear 6 wagons including the brakevan remained 
on the rails. Some of the wagons, which 
derailed and capsized, were loaded with bitu
men drums, a few of which got damaged and 
leaked on to both tracks between EM No. 
369/6·8 •. 

(ii) Of the· 31 wagons that derailed, 7 were 
completely damaged, 17 suffered extensive 
damages an~ . 4 minor damages. 

3.3.4. 500 metres length of track on both 
lines were· affected by the derailment of which 
300 metres length of track rails and sleepers 
were badly damaged. The superstructure 
masonry of . a I X 3 ·05 metre girder bridge 
was also damaged. 

3.3.5. (i) Two electric traction masts and 
about 400_metres of OHE catenary and contact 
wire were damaged, 

. (ii) Train Ughiing equipment, lights and fans 
in 6 coaches .of 6 Up were also damaged. 

. 

3.3.6. The total cost of damage to railway 
assets is estimated as under : 

{a) Locomotive of 6 Up 
(b) Rolling Stock 

. (i).:.:Coaching 
(ii) Goods . ~ 

(c)-·Pcrmanent ·Way including bridge 
(d) Ble<:tfical · 

- (i) Overh~d Equipment 
-{ii) Train lighting equipment 

Totnl 

Rs. 
25,00,000 ·00 

2,00,000 ·00 
I ,50,000 ·00 
8,00,000 ·00 

70,000 ·00 
1,10,000 ·00 

38,30,000 ·00 

i.e. R.,. 38 ·30 lukhs 

.. ·_.IV. LOCAL FEATURES 

4.1. Section and site 
4.1.1. The IBTD Down Goods train derailed 
between Electric Masts Nos. 369/2-4 on the 
Down Main line and the collision of 6 Up 
with the derailed wagons of this Goods train 
took place near Electric Mast No. 369/7 on 
the Up Main line. Tne direction is from North 
to South with reference to the Up line. The 
country is ·open, plain and cultivated on either 
side. The line is straight on both Up and 
Down tracks right from Miyagam Karjan (Km. 
366 ·00) to Itola (Km. 377 ·65), the 2 stations 
on either side of the accident site. 

4.1.2. The track on the Down line consists 
of 90R rails of 5-rail panels (5 X 12 ·8 m) on 
CST9 sleepers to M+4 density. The rails 
and sleepers were laid in 1960-61. The track 
.on the Up line consists of 90R rails of 5-rail 
J'anels of similar structure as on the Down 
lin~ ~1t!'Cpt ~!l~t the sleepers arc steel trough 



slc.!pers to M+6 density. The rails and 
skopers were laid in the_ year 1955-56, Both, 
lines are fully ballasted with an average cu.....t11on 
of 250 mm bolow sleepers with 225 n;un of 
clean ballast on the Down line and 200 mm of 
clean ballast on the Up line. The formation 
is in bank of varying hoight of 3 to 5· metres 
and is made up of black cotton soil. Tne section 
lies on the main trunk route from Bombay Cen
tral to Ddhi, which is also the Rajdhani.route. 

4.2. System of Train Working, Signalling and 
Interlocking and Traction. 

4.2.1. The section where the accident -occurred 
is controlled from Vadodara, which is also the 
Divisional Headquarters. The :·. System_ of 
Working is the Absolute Block System by means 
of Siemon's Double line Lock.and Block Ins
truments located in the Block Cabins at both 
ends of each Block section. 

4.2.2. Ia) Miyagam Karjan is equipped with 
Mmtip'e Aspect Colour Light Signalling ancLSw.,. 
dard III Inter-locking. The points and signals are 
operated by Cabins 'A'. 'B' and 'C'. The 
reception and despatch signals are contr<>lled 
through SM's slide control. The block instru
ments controlling the entry into the block section 
M'yagam Karjan-ltola 'A' Cabin is located at 
Miyagam Karjan 'C' Cabin and down last stop 
signal No. C29 is controlled by SM's· slide No. 
12. 

(b) Similarly, ltola is provided with Multiple 
Aspoct Colour Light signal'ing and Standard 
Ill Inter-lockillg having 2 Cabins 'A' and 'B'. 
The double line block instruments for Itola
M;yagarn Karjan block section is located at 
'A' Cabin and the last stop signal No. 48 is con-
trolled by SM's slide No. I. · 
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4.2.3. (a) On Bombay Central-Ahmadabad 
Section, AC and ACjDC locos are working. 
Mostly AC locos are working between Ahnted
abad-Valsad section and AC/DC locos on 
Ahrnadabad-Valsad-Bombay Central. section. 
ACIDC locos work on 25 KV AC traction 
botween Ahmadabad and Virar (Neutral-section 
Km. 63) and thereafter onwards to BCT on 1500 
V DC traction. 

(b) Seven substations feeding 25. ·-r<:v · AC 
are situated along the track between Ahmadabad 
& Virar section. 25 K Y AC is obtained by 
stepping down voltage from 132 .KY. These 
sub-stations aT& located at -Mehmedabad, 
Makarpura, Bharuch, Bhestan, Atul, Gholvad 
and Palghar. 

(c) Since the OHE is fed on 25 KV AC :~ingle 
pha>e system, neutral sections have been pro
••ded b:tween the two adjoining sub·st~tions. 
The loco hac; to travel on its own momentUm in 
the neutral section as no power will be avail-
able in the neutral section. -- ·· · 

4.3. Headquarters of Officials and Control etc, 
The accident occurred within the jurisdiction 

of the Vadodara Division of Western Railway. 
l'he Headquarters of the Divisional Railway 
Manager and the Divisional Officers are at 
Vadodara. The Control Office both for train 
and traction working is also at Vadodara. 

4.4. Speed. 
The maximum speed on the section is 100 

kmjh except for Rajdhani Express which runs 
at 120 kmjh and Jammu-Tawi Express which 
runs at II 0 kmlh. There were no speed restric
tions in the section between Miyagam Karjan 
and Itola in the vicinity of the accident site. 

4.5. The General Manager, along with the 
Chief Mechanical Engineer and the Chief Work
shop Engineer, who were travelling on I Down 
Gujarat Mail,. were among the first Officers 
to reach the site of accident. The Chief Mecha
nical Engineer was in charge of the clearing 
operations till restoration. 

4.6. The kilometrage of stations referred 
to in the report, reckoned from Churchgate, 
Bombay, is as under : 

Churchgate oo-oo 
Bo·mbay Centra 1 4·50 
B:uidra Marshalling Yard 14·68 

Valsad 198 ·30 
sun., 266·62 

Lakodra 357·88 
Miyagam Karjan 366 -oo 
Site of Accident 369/7-5 
ItoJa • 377 ·65 
Makarpura 387·15 
Vadodara 395 ·68 
Kota 920 ·95 
Tuglakabad 1,365 ·00 
Delhi 1,388 ·00 

Note:- ThCrc are tS pain of electric masts on an 
average per Km. in the section. The masts 
arc given even numbers 2-30 on the Down 
side and odd numbers 1-29 on the Up side 

V. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

5.1. (a) Sbri H. K •. Sheikh, Guard of BTD 
Down Goods train took over charge from his 
predecessor at Vahad while the electric engine 
was being changed. The train left Valsad at 
19 ·15 hrs. on 26-10-80 and ran through Miya
gam Karjan at 00 ·40 hrs. on 27-10-80. At 
about 00 ·45 hrs., he felt a sudden jerk at Km. 
369/2-4 and his train stopped suddently within 
about 20 metres. He saw in the moon-light 
that there was a derailment and the Up line 
was infringed. He therefore ran with his hand 
signal .lamp and detonators showing red towards 
the Itola side. At one place, the passage was 
blocked by the derailed wagons and he had to 
make his way down the cess and up again on the 
other side. He then saw some portion of hi& 



train standing without the engine and he realised 
that a parting had taken place. While approach
ing the level crossing No. 214, he saw the burning 
headlight of the approaching 6 Up. He placed 
one detonator at K.m. 369/19-21 and the second 
at K.m. 369/27 when he saw 6 Up approaching 
about 5 to 6 masts away. He ran about 8 metres 
ahead showing the danger signal when 6 Up 
passed by at normal speed aFter exploding the 
detonators at 01. OS hrs. 

(b) Answering questions, he stattd tltat-
(i) he experienced only one jerk, a sudden 

and severe one when his goods train 
derailed; 

(ii) the weather was clear; it was a moon-lit 
night and visibility was normal; 

(iii) he had a full complement of equipment 
including one hand signal lamp, 12 deto
nators and a 3-ccll torch; he also had 
one fusee in his box as 1his is· part of 
his equipment whcii he works trains in 
the Automatic Signalling Territory on 
the Bombay side; 

(iv) he did not hear his Driver whistling aFter 
the jerk; 

(v) the vacuum suddenly dropped down to 
zero aFter the derailment; . 

(vi) his train ran through Miyagam. Karjan 
at the maximum speed of 72 km/h; · 

(vii) at Valsad, he was given his predecessor's 
vacuum brake certificate pertaining to 
the earlier AC(OC engine ani! he had no 
knowledge of the vacuum reading on the 
AC engine that was attached at Valsad; 

(viii) h• confirmed that he had 10 detonators 
of 1977 manuFacture and he maintaimd 
that he had used 6 of th< m when his stock 
was checked by !he Tl at 08 ·00 hrs. on 
27-10·89. He· denied that the Tl found 
10 detonators during this check: 

(ix) his side lamps were in broken condi•ion; 
therefore he could not use them. 

5.2. {a) Shri Bhikhubhai Ukhabhai Drivor 
worked Bl'D Down Goods train cx-Valsad 
with AC· engine No. 20550 WAM/4. Arter 
attachment, he· created vacuum and got: 52 ems 
on the ·locomotive. He was handed over !he 
Vacuum Brake Ce•"lificatc of the previous loco
motive before departure a! 19 ·25 hrs. on 
26-10·80. His train ran through Miyagarit 
Karjan at 00 ·40 hrs. on 27-10·80. At· about 
00 ·45 hrs., · the OJ tripp'd on his locomotive 
and his train came to a halt. He lhen raised 
his pantograph and finding no tension, he asked 
his Assistant Driver to check if there was an)'
thing wrong with the relays in the. rear cab. 
After sometime, he too went·to the ·rear cab 
to check this up. Then he came back and raised 
and dropped his pantograph and checked his 
target relay and on confirming that _there )Vai 
tl!nsiont he sent his Assistant Driver t!l: the rear 
to see what had happened. He (Assistant) 

had ·hardly gone 2 wagons in rear when 6 Up 
pas;~d by on.tt.e Up Main line. After somttime 
his Assistant came running back and informtd 
him. that_""the;r train had par<ed and th<re were 

· only 22 to 25 wagons on the train. Leavicg his 
Assistant on the cab, he went back to see that 
what had happened and mtt the Guard of 6 Up 
wh~ told him what had happen< d. Ho then returr.
~d tO his_~nginc and irlstruct'd his Assistant to 
p~otect his train in the front and _then, alongwith 
hB Gna_rd, be proceeded to M•yagam Karjan 
'C' cabm to mform the Control of the accident. 

{b) Answering questions, he stated !hat-
(i) · wheri the OJ tripp,d, his speed was atout 

70 kmfh and the vacuum dropped gra
dully from 52 ems to 40 ems and sucdcnly 
thereaFter from -40/ems to 0; 

(ii) he saw the burning headlight of tho 
·approaching 6 Up locommive atot t 
2to 3 minutes before it passrd his engine; 

(iii) h: did not feel any jerk when his OJ 
tripp<d ncr did he h<ar the sound of 
the crash aFter 6 Up passed by at no mal 
spetd; 

(iv) he did not look back aFter the OJ tripped 
and did not realise that there was anythir.g 
wrong wi~h his train in the r.;ar; 

(v) it was a moon-lit and foggy night; 
(vi} he had a full complement of emergency 

equipment but no fusee or emergency 
telephone as these were not supplied to 
him; 

(vii) he did not protect his train in the front 
on the Up line aFter his locomotive came 
to a halt; 

. {viii) in his experience when tripping takes 
plice, the vacuum drops slowly and it 
taKes about 7 to 8 minutes to <'rop from 

--..-~ ,_ 52.cms to 0; 
'(ixY he did not infer anything from the vacuum 
. -·· drop i.e. gradual from 52 ems. to 40 ems. 

and sudden from 40 ems to (l; 
- (x) : he did not feel any drag on the locomotive 
· · before or aFter the OJ tripped; 
(xi) . he did not see the side·lights of his break

. van ~n rear; 
(xii) when his train came to a halt, he could 

. s:e orily about 10-15 wagons behind 
his locomotive. 

.{b) Asked why he di_d not gi~e the whistle 
code or· protect the tratn Ps reqJmd un<'er GR 
166(g), he stated that when the OHE fails, he 
does not have the facility to sound the wi1istk. 
As per rules, he has to wait for 10 minutes to 
check up :ovhat is wrong and for power to'' 
restored and only thereaFter is he required to 
cOntact · the Traction Power Controller thrm;glt 
·field telephone or .,nd information to the nearest 
station. In his opinion he is required to protect 
the· -train _in front C?nly_aftcr he ~ms ascertained 
if there was an. obstruction on lus track or on 
the other track. 



5.3. (a) Sbri V. Cbhagan Assistant .·Driver of 
IBID Down . Goods corroborated what his 
Driver had said. He added that he heard the 
sound of the crash after he had hardly walked 
a few waaons towards the rear between · the 2 
tracks and when he went further back he noticed 
the parting. He therefore ran and. informed 
the Driver what had hapP<ned. He did not S<e 
any danoer signal while walking in rear nor did 
ho hear 'the sound of detonators exploding. He 
only heard the sound of the collision. 

(b) Answering questions, he statad that-
(i) it was a moon-lit but misty ~ight and he 

could see only a few wagons m the rear; 
(ii) he was not asked by h_is Driver at any 

stage to protect the Up line; 
(iii) he did not realise anything ~s wrong 

with his train when the DJ tripped and 
did not take the initiative of protecting 
the Up line; 

(iv) there were no side-lights on the brakevan 
in rear. 

5.4. (a) Sbri E. S. Reoben was the Guaid of ·· 
6 Up Saurashtra Mail ex V"rramgarn to Surat 
on 26/27-10-80. Al Ahmadabad, 4 coaches were 
attached inside the rear LR and the steam 
engine was replactd by an electric engine. 6 Up 
left Vadodara at 0 ·43 hrs. on 27-10-80, passed 
throngh Makarpura at 00 ·50 hrs. and then 
stopped at Km. 382j9-ll for sometime for 
reasons not known to him. On this account, 
it lost 8 minutes on the run and passed through 
Itola at 01 -()4 hrs. Le. 16 minutes late. At 
01 ·10 hrs. his train dashed against some derailed 
goods wagons which were fouling the Up Main 
line and his brakevan came to a stop at Km. 
369/15. After noting what had happen~d, he 
picked up his field telephone and went to the 
emergency telephone soch.t n<ar Km. 370/1 aL 
OJ ·45 hrs. Finding no key in the td phone 
box, he had to go back to his brakevan· . and 
bring a tool to break open the lock· of the tele
phone socket before he could speak to the Con
trol. He then arranged with some DoCtors 
on the train to render first aid to the injured and 
protected his train. in rear: He could not l~ 
his Driver and Assistant Driver as the locomollve 
was smashed up and so he assisted in detraining 
the passengers and in rendering first aid to the 
injured till the arrival of the power wagon and 
the medical and breakdown train. He there
after work'd as per the instructions of the Offi· 
ccrs at site. He left site with the unaffected 
coaches of 6 Up to Vadodara at about 07 ·55 hrs. 
on 27-10-80. 

(b) Answering questions, he stated that-- . 
(i) the vacuum on his gnage which was 40 em 

dropped to zero gradually when the 
train carne to a halt before Itola at Km. 
n219-11; 

(ii) his Driver did not experience any difficulty 
in controlling his train on the run from 

Ahmedabad. · 
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(iii) the speed was about 90 kmfh and he 
felt 2 severe jerks at 01·10 hrs. boforc his 
train came to a halt; 

(iv} after the accident, he saw the Guard of 
another train standing 4 metres away 
from his brakevan towards the Vadodara 
end and his Guard told him th2t be 
had placxd one d'tonator to protect 
6 Up but did not show him wh.re the 
detonator bad been olaccd; this Guard 
also said that before he could place .the 
second detonator, 6 Up bad passed him 
and met with the accident; · 

(v) he did not bear the sound of any detonator 
exploding under his train; 

(vi) he had all emergency equipment in
cluding an emergency phone, detona
tors, band signal lamp, a 3-cell torch, 
emergency lighting equipment and a 
first aid box ; 

(vii) the visibility was clear and there was 
bright moon-light; 

(viii) 3 of the detonators used by him for 
protection were subsequently burst by 
the Tower Wagon when it came on the 
Up line from Vadodara. 

5.5. (a) Shri S. Bhikhabhai was the Brakes
man (Assistant Guard) · on duty on 6 Up in 
the front LR next to the locomotive from 
Ahmadabad. After the train left Vadodara, it 
stopped for 5 to 7 minutes somewhere between 
Makarpura and Itola because of OHE current 
failure. While running between Itola and 
Miyagarn Karjan, there was a loud sound and 
this was followed by another and the lights in 
his LR compartment went off and he fell from 
his seat. Travelling in his LR were the DSTE/ 
Ajmer and an electrical em~loyee. 

(h) Answ<'ring questions, he stated that-
the speed was approl<imately 80-90 kmfh 
just before the accident. 

5.6. Shri Abdul Mazid Nizam was the Switch
man on duty in the 'C' Cabin at Miyagam Karjan. 
He granted line clear to 'B' Cabin for BTD 
Down Goods and the train ran through · at 
00.39 hrs. He exchanged alright signals with 
the Driver and Guard and found nothing un· 
usual when the train ran through. He gave 
line clear to ltola 'A' Cabin for 6 Up at 00.46 
hrs. and received Train Entering Section Signal 
at about 01.05 hrs. At 01 ·52 hrs., Shri 
Shashivadan Fireman, travelling by 6 Up, 
came to his Cabin and informed him about 
the accident. He immediately advised the ASM 
on duty at Miyagarn Karjan and the Control 
about the accident. The weather was clear. 
The visibility was alw clear and it was bright 
moonlight. 

5.7. (a) Shrl J. A. Khan was ASM on duty 
at Miyagarn . Karjan station from 20 ·00 hrs. 
on 26-10-80 to 07.30 hrs. on 27-10-80. Down 



BTD Goods passed thr~ugh Miyagam Karjan 
at 00 ·39 hrs. a~d all-r1ght signals were duly 
·~x::.nng.:d. N·..~~hm,;5 ll!lJSi..l?l was t;toti~e.d when 
11 rcn through the stat1on. At 01 ·03 hrs., he gave 
concurren.cc to the . Cabins for 6 Up to run 
~h;ough.: At. 01 ·52 hrs., he was informed from 
<:; - Cabin. th>t 6 Up and J;ITD. Down bad met 
~•:h a scnous accident and -the Control was 
mformed ac;or~!ngly._ He promptly advised 
all .. concern~d 1ncludmg the Medical Officer 
of the Pu~hc . Health Centre, Miyagam Korjan 
about tho acc:dent. · 

(b) Answering questions, he stated that_:_ 
(i) Train Entering Section Si81lal for 6 Up 

was re0c1ved from ltola at 01.03 hrs; 
. (ii) there wore no speed restrictions · on the 

Up and Down lines botween Itola and 
Miyagam K vjan. 

5.8. -Shri M. Ramsingh was the Switchman at 
ltola · •s·· 'C·1bin. He granted line -clear foi 6 Up 
to· Makarpura 'A" Cabin at 00 ·38 hrs. on 
27-10·80. 6 Up left Makarpura at 00 ·45 hrs. 
and p>>sed Ito Ia 'B' Cabin at 01 ·03 hrs. The 
hoadlight was b:11ning normally when ·6 Up 
pO'scd by his C1bin. 

5.9. Shri M. Jiwabltai was the Switchman ~t 
ltola 'A' C>bin. He gave lipe cle,ar for Down 
BTD Goods to Miyagam 'C' Cabin at 00 ·36 
hrs. · on 27-10·80 .and received Train Entering 
Soction Signal at 00 ·40 hrs. He also obtained 
line clear for 6 Up from Miyagam 'C' Cabin 
at OD. 46 hrs. and it passed by his Cabin· at 0).01 
Ius. on all-right exchlnge of signals with its 
hoadlight burning normally. He noticed over
hoad power tripping twke between 00 ·40 hrs. 
and 00.45 hrs. Wlren IBTD did not arrive at 
lit-> cxnocted time, he brought this to .the notice 
of ASM Itola and Control at 01 ·00 hrs. Subse
quently he heard about the accident. The 
w~ath~r was clear and visibility waS satisfactory. 

5.10. Shri R. M. Pathak· was the ASM on 
duty at ltola from 22 · 00 hrs. on 26-10-80 to 
06 ·00 hrs. on 27-10-80. He gave slide control 
to 'A' Cabin at 00 ·44 hrs. for Down BTD 
Goods train to be received on Down Main 
line and slide control at 00 ·46 hrs. to both 
Cabins for 6 Up Mail to run through on Up · 
Main line. Accordingly, : 6 Up ran through 
ltola at 01 ·05 hrs. with its headlight burning 
and all-right signals were duly exchanged. 
Thore>fter, · th·> Traction Power Controller 
asked him to. open SM 94 and 95. He there
fore called the Sr. ASM and Poi11tsman from 
their quarters to get this done. · bn enquiry, 
he was also told by the TPC that the powor 
supply ·on the Down line had been ~ut off due· 
to . some fault and the Down BTD .Goods 
would be ddaycd. At 01.55 hrs., he was told 
by tho Control th~t 6 J.!p a_nd BfD Goods 
had met w1th -an acc1dent 1n mtd-sectton between 
Miyagam Karjan and Itola. 
4-153 CRS/Luck/90 
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Ht '(a) S~ri ~· P •. ·Pradh;,..; .· DSTE/A)~e; 
was tra~elhng m the Luggago Van next to the 
loco~t1~e of 6 Up: as he could not got accom
modation elsewhere on the train. He · dozed 
off after the train left Vadodara at · about 
00 ·40 hrs. and could not recollect if the train 
st9Pped_ en-route bcfote -the -accident. Mter 
~e ~1me, he heared the sound ·orthe crash and 
1mmed1ately 'thereafler.· the lights in his Luggage 
Van went off an~ the ·_Luwge Van went topsy
turvy. Along. ~Jth h1m were I)le Brakesman 
and an Electflclan. After about ro minutes 
they w_ere. ab!e 'to light a handsigmil lamp. 
At this ~~~e 11 w~ 01 ·20 hrs. After some time, 
he and his companions managed to· get out of 
the van. :: · 

(b) AnsweriDB q11estions, he .stated that-
(i) the train was running: at 'full speed i.e. 

about 90 to 100 km/h liefore lhe accident· 
(ii) he did not hear the sound ,J( . (letonator~ 

before the crash; . 
(iii) the visibility . was definitely poor consis

tent only With the moon-light and the 
weather conditions were good; 

(iv) he did not hear the Driver of 6 Up whist!
' . ing just before the accident; 

{v) !te did. not feel the impacr of sudden ~ak" 
· mg before the crash; · · 

(vi) he was not looking out and therefore did 
· not see anybody exhibiting a dang<r 

sfgna! before the accident. · 

5.12. ~hri K. Iliwakar, Station Pwnp Atten
dant,. Vadodara was travelling wi\h the Brakes
man and the DSTE. in the front.Luggage Van of 
6 Up next to .the locomotive.· He . continned 
that the train stopped once· when the current 
tripped after it left Yadodara and after about 
15 !'T 20 minutes the trai11 started again and the 
acc1dent occurred. He heard the sound of one 
detonator exploding before the crash. He also 
experienced the effect of sudden braking and 
reducticm in speed after the detonator burst. . . 

. . 
5.13. (a) Shrl 0. P. Khanna, Station Superin
tendent, Bo111bay Central w!'s travelling in the 
16th Coach from the engine by 6 Up from 
Vadodara. 11te 1rain · left at about 00 ·40 hrS. 
on 27-10-80 ·and after about 20 minutes of its 
departure, it stopped in mid-section for about 
10 minutes. 15 m\nut.es later, he· got a severe 
bump whe11 the ·accident took place. On get-· 
ting down, he met the. ACS Shrt Meena who 
was travelling in another coach and together 
they assessed the situation and assisted the 
passen,gets to the extent possible. Then they 
proceeded .to · Miyagam Karjan 'C' Cabin 
fron;t where . they gave . the Control t)le 'details 
of the accident and also requested for medical 
aid . and breakdown assistance. They tl1en 
returned to the site of accident and rendered 
further asSistance to the passengers .till the arrival 
of the "rower :Wagon . ~d the Medical Van. 
S)lortly 'thereatlcr, the Divisio11al Officers and 



the ~ M~ger arrived .on the spot and 
he assisted the_m •n further . "'"ef operations. · · 

(b) Answering questions, he stated that-
(i) he did not hear the sound of detonators 

exploding bef= the collision; . 
(ii) on the way to the station, he and ACS 

checked the brakevan and· found tho 
Guard·s Hand Signal lamp lying by the 
side of his box in the brakevan; 

(iii) he first met the Guard of the Goods train 
~ 'C' Ca~n. .. He was moving about 
wnh an onliruuy to~ at that time; 
though he asked the Guard to show him 
the . exact location whe"' he had placed 
the detonators, the Guard did not do 
so; 

[IV) the weather was clear and it was. a dim 
moonlit night; · 
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(v) he did not check up the ~lock of detonators 
with the Guard; _ . · 

(vi) on his return to the site of accident, he 
walked as ~ar as. 60 metres beyond the 
level cross1ng but did not come across 
any burst detonaton. 

5.14. (a) Sbri N. C. Meena, ACS, was tra:velling 
by 6 Up from V~ in a_First Class Coach, 
7th from the _locomotiVe. After leaving Vado
dara, the tram stopped for some time iii mid
c;ecl:ion and after - a few mjmrtes at about 
01 ·15 hrs.- he .felt a sudden · jerk which was 
followed by a serious jerk and the accident 
took place. He corrOborated what Shri 0. P. 
Khan_na. . SS[BCr ~. said about their joint 
examination of the pos111on after the- accident 
and reporting th~ter to the Control from 
the 'C' Cabin. He also corroborated about 
fin~~ the Guard's Hand Signal lamp lying 
unl1t 1n the brakevan on their way to the station 
and the Guard not coming with them to show 
the location. where he had placed the detonators 
to protect the train. 

(b) Answering questions, he slated that the 
med•eal van burst 2 detonators when it came to 
the site at about 04_-{)0 hFs. 

(c) At this stage, Guard Shri H. K. Sheikh 
was confronted with S/Shri Meena Acs and 
Khanna SS/BCT. Guard Shri Sheikh maintained 
that he had pra;tected the train with detonators 
~ had not pointed out to anybody the loca
t'?ns where the detonators had been plaeed by 
hi!"- He slated. also that he had mentioned 
~his fact of placing detonators to several people 
1 ncludmg these 2 Officers. 

S.lS, Sbrl p, C, _llbanage, Dy. Director, 
~SO, was .travelling. in the 1st Class Coach 
which waa third from the """· He was asleep 
and was rudely awakened when he received 
4 rattling jerks and t~ train came to a halt. 
He render~ _first a1d to one of the injured 
pa•sengen m h•• coach and after surveying . the 
si'- of accident, met the Guar4 of 6 Up about 

IS to 25 minutes after the accident took place. 
He confirmed that the key of the lock on the 
plug-in socket was not available on the Emer
gency ·Telephone Box with the Guard and 
15-20 minutes extra time was lost in getting 
some tools to break open the lock. The Guard 
of the · Goods train met them in the meanwhile 
and had stated that he had time to place one 
detonator only before 6 Up passed by on the 
Up line. He conlirmed that the Tower Wagon 
had burst 2 detonators when it came to the 
site after the accident and later the Medical 
Van had. also burst one detonator. 

5.16. (a) Sbrl V. B. Bagia, Traction Power 
Controller (TPC) Pratapnagar was on duty 
arid incharge of this section from 00 -{)() brs. 
to 08-{)() brs. on 27-10-80. At 00 ·45 hrs., 
circuit breaker CB07 at Makarpura sub
station tripped. He asked his colleague Sbri 
P. H. Dhanwani,. TPC of another section to 
close the circuit but it was not holding. There
after Shri Dhanwani did sectionalising and 
located the f•ult in the Down Main line of the 
Miyagam. Karjan Makarpura section. At 
01 ·08 brs., circuit breaker CB07 tripped again 
and on again sectional ising, the Up line of the 
Makarpura-Miyagam Karjan section was 
found faulty. At 01 ·26 brs., he asked the 
ASM, ltola to open isolator SM 95 and 94. 
This was done at 01 ·48 hrs. Thereafter at 
01 ·50 hrs. he charged Makarpura-Itola Up 
and Down Main lines and informed Chief 
Power Controller. At 02 ·25 hrs. the Guard of 
6 Up came on emergency phone and informed 
him of the · accident. At the request of the 
OHE ~taff, he granted power block at 03 ·45 hrs. 
between Miyagam Karjan and Makarpura. 

(b) Answering questions, he stated that-
(i) In his experience, normal tripping& never 

exceed half a minute. If there is a supply 
failure from a sub-station on one side 
then the supply is fed from the sub
station on the other side and the time for 
such operation never exceeds 2-3 minutes. 

(ii) At 00 ·52 hrs., he Informed the ATNL 
of the Down line between Miyagam 
Karjan and Makarpura was faulty and 
was of an unusual nature and not a normal 
triPPing and at 01 ·55 hrs., he even 
advu;ed the ATNL to introduce single 
line· working, if necessary. 

·(iii) Arter isolating the section and informing 
the Section Controller when an unusal 
fault occurs, he is only required to inform 
the maintenance staff, Chief Tower Con• 

· troller and his DEE and he accordingly 
took this action. 

5.17 .. Sbrl P. H. Dhanwani, Traction Power 
Controller (TPC) Pratapnagar corroborated 
what his colleague had said and added that 
seetionalhing and location of the fault on the 
Down Main line between Miyagam Karjan 
and Makarpura and its isolation was done PI 



00 ·52 hrs. At 00 ·55 hrs. he discussed with the 
Section Controller regarding introduction of 
single line working and despatch of OHE staff 
with Tower Wagon to check the section. At 
01 ·08 hrs. when the section tripped again, 
he sectionalised and located the fault on the Up 
line in the same section and informed the 
Section Controll.:r aocordingly. 

5.18. (a) Shri R. D. Matburesb, Assistant Con
troller (ATNL) Vadodara Control Office was 
on duty from 18 ·00 hrs. to 02 ·00 hrs. on 
26/27-10-80 in-charge of Vadodara-Surat 
section. At 00 ·51 hrs., he was informed by tho 
TPC that there was a fault on the Down line and 
Down trains are n~t to be allowed beyond 
Miyagam Karjan. At 00 ·55 hrs., the TPC 
informed him to introduce single line working 
between Miyagam Karjan and Makarpura as 
the Down line was faulty. At 01 ·15 hrs., 
the TPC told him that the Up line is also faulty 
and OHE breakdown staff have been ordered 
from Viswamitri and Bharuch to locate the 
fault. At 01 ·52 hrs., Shri Shashivadan Fire
man, Vadodara spoke to him from 'C' Cabin 
Miyagam Karjan and informed him that 6 Up 
had met with an accident. Dy. TNL was informed 
accordingly. At 02 ·10 hrs., Shri Khanna, 
SS/BCT spoke to him from Miyagam Karjan 
'C' Cabin and gave further details of the accident. 

(b) 
(i) 

(ii) 

Answering questions, he stated that
since 6 Up was running on the normal Up 
line, he in consultation with Dy. TNL 
decided to introduce singlo lino working 
only after passage of 6 Up;_ · 

there were no rules requiring the Control 
to caution a train running in the opposite· 
direction when intimation of a break
down on the other line is given to them .. 

Note :..:... TPC Shri Bhagia likewise confirmed 
at this stage that there was no 
such rule on the Traction side but 

· after the accident, an instruction to 
this effect has been issued by the 
CEE. 

5.19. Shrl G. G. Mokashi, Deputy Train Con
troUer (Dy. TNL), Vadodara Control· Office 
was on duty from 00 ·00 te> 08 ·00 hrs. on 
27-10-80. He corroborated what the ATNL 
Shri Mathuresh had stated. It did not occur 
to him that the OHE failure on the Down line· 
could be caused by the BTD train which was 
in the section. There were rio instructions of 
the precaution to be taken to stop a train in'the 
opposite direction and issue a caution order 
until the cause of OHE fault was known. On 
receipt of information ofthe accident at 01·52· 
hrs. he ordered breakdown train and medical 
van' from Vadodara at 01 ·55 hrs. lind the Fire 
Brigade at 02 ·00 hrs. · He then gave details 
of other breakdown trains ordered and the 
Officers informed, with timings ofeach event:: 
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5.2~. (a) Shrl P. K. Goplnatba"l Petty Officer 
lnd1an Navy, Okha was travelling in an un
reserved. ()()mpartment of the lOth or .allth bogie 
from · t!Je locomotive. After leaving V adodara, 
the traua came to a halt somewooe in mid-section 
at 00 ·45 hrs. and aftel' about 15 minutes it 
started again. IS minutes tbereaftel' at about 
01 ·IS~! ·20 hrs., he experienoed · 3 severe 
Jerks 3J!d the accident took place. He got the 
ImpreSSion that the Driver had suddently applied 
the ·brakes to stop the train when he felt the jerks. 
He got down lind rendered necessary· assistance 
to the passengers in the coaches which had 
derailed. 3 Dootors on the train rendered 
first-aid to the injured till the arrival of the 
Railway Medical staff. · At 06 ·30 hrs., he 
went to the station. · •a check up about· some 
defence stores, which were in the luggage van 
which had been smashed up. 

(b) Answering questions, he stated that-
(i) the speed was normal just before the 

accident; - · · ·· 
('i) there was bright moon-light; 
(iii) the visibility was good and normal· 

. ' 
(iv) he did not hear any sound of det~nators 

bursting just before the accident. 

5.21. Shri Madanlal J. Tatia, Pas;enger was 
travelling with his wife in the 3rd coach from 
the engine. After the train left. Vadodara 
it did not sto.l' · on the \>ay. Two minute~ 
before the acc1dent took place, he felt sudden 
application of brakes, ·and was thrown forward 
and sustained injuries. Within seconds, · the 
crash took place and his coach tilted to one 
side. His w1fe was seriously injured. They 
were taken out of the coach and brought in 
the Medical· Van to Vad<>dara and then to. 
S.S.G. . Hospital. The . train was running at 
approximately 80 kmfhJuSt before the accident. 

5.22. Sbri B. R. Patel, Passenger was travelling 
in the 2nd coach from the engine. After ·the 
train left Vadodara, it did not stop anywhere 
till the accident took place. The· speed must 
have been about 55 to 60 miles per hour. He 
suddenly heard a big bang followed by 3 more 
bangs . and the accident took place. He did 
not hear the sound of any detonators bursting 
nor of the. [)river whistling before the accident. 

5.i:J. Shrl Manila! D. Dattani, Passenger was 
travelling in the 3rd or 4th coach from the engine. 
He was . asleep and was awakened by the sound 
of the crash when the accident took place. This 
was followed ·by 2 or 3 successive crashes before 
his coach came to a stop. After about 15 
minutes, he was able to get out of the coa~b. and 
checked the time as 01 ·30 · hrs. Some Doctors 
gave him ·medical' aid and b<tween 03 ·30 and 
04 ·00 hrs., he was attended to b:t the Railway 
Doctor and carried in a stretcher Into the medical 
van; · which brought him and other injured 
pass~pge~s to . Vadrid!'-fa at 'about 07 ·30 hrs. 



5.24: (a) Shri s.'Suryakant .viaS TXR. at Down 
Despatch Yard .of Bandnf" Marshallmg. Yard 
(BAMY) in the shift of 07 ·00 to 15 -{)1) hn>. '!n 
26-10-80. Along with 4 Fitters. and 2 Khallasts, 
he examined IBTD" train conSisting of 73 units 
from 12 ·50 hn;. to l3 ·35 hn>. All t:he security 
fastening. safety bra<:!'ets, lindergears, drnw 
and buffing ·gear, spnn,g gear and body were 
cheeked and defects . and- deficiencies noticed 
were attended.to before "tlespatch: He then 
furnishro details of· what had been done during 
this examination . .. 

(b) Answering qU.Stions, he stated that-

(i) he caXried out a safe-to-run examination. 
as he was aware that this load was a 
through load, which fuld been intensively 
examined earli~; 

(ii) he had not particularly noted the exis
tence- of a dead buffer and one of the 
two draw-bar springs broken into 2 
pieces in one of the wagons (N() .. 17196) 
s;nce these defects were not rejectable 
items; 

(iii) he did not check· the side-lights in the 
BVG as it had already undergone Neutral 
Control TXR"s examination· earlier and 
there was no complaint from the Guard 
abput the sidelights. 

5.25. Shri Mohannned Muslim, TXR Down 
Despatch, BAMY _ did the vacuum testing and 
brake power · eXamination of IBTD Goods, 
af:er the engine was attached from 13 .05 hrS. 
to·l3 ·35 hn;. on 26-10-80. Hi: found 6 cylinders 
in-operative in 6 wagons out of the 73 units and 
since the brake power was 9 I % and vacuum 
46 em on the engine· and 34 em in the breakvan, 
he issued the necessary brake· power certificate. 
The vacuum levels on the train were what is 
normally ·obtained dudng vaciJum examination. 

5:26. Shri Balir.mi Kashiram, C & W Fitter, 
Bhusaval did the last repacking of Wagon No. 
17196 at Bhusaval on 23-8-80. He confirmed 
that during repacking, each axle box is iifted· 
and the bearing and slipper plates are rCDJOVed 
and examined. The . bearing of axle boxes 
1 and 3 were replaced during this examination 
by new SGCI bearings. 111 axle boxes 2 and 
4 the bearings were good, as such they were 
Tdre;sed and reused. Mter . repacking, the 
face plates were. rivetted and the -date of re
packing, stcnciHat His- work was supervised 
by . the on duty HTXR Shrr S. D. Shevale and 
later on tile wagon was passed by the Neutral 
Control . HTXR. · · · • 

'· .. 
5.27~ :(a) ~ S. K. Arr0. wa. the HTXR ai 
BAMY from 23 -oo to. 07•30 hn>. in the Down 
Rt:<;eptioJI Yard_on 25/26-10-80. HO along with 
one TXR.:8 Fttters'and 11 Khallasis intensively 
examined 17. wagons of lhe· .Down .BTD load 
of 52 wag_ons~whtcb: had been left for examination 

by his predecessor. The following icpain; 
were carried out : -

!. i7196 ER/CR Provided one missing draw 
bar key plate rivet. Repaired 
one bent brake rake. Tigh
tened one Trunion bracket 
bolt. Provided one 
syphon pipe clip. Pro
vided one missing buffer 
bolt. Attended I bearing 
spring plates shifted. 

Atten\l<d one shiftfd Tj 
Pipe. Provided two mis
sing olraw-b.ar wear .Plate 
rivets. Provided two split 
pin into brake beam hanger 
pin. 

ProVidt.d two~ mis~ing tru~ 
nion bracket bolts. Tigh
tened one trunion bracket 
bolt. Tightened one 
buffer bolt. Provided one 
missing buffu plunger nut 
.and cotter. · 

Attended Axle Box canted. 

(b) When asked .why he did not attend to 
Wagon· No. 17196, which was fotind after the 
accident with one buffer dead and one broken 
dra:w-bar spring on one side and on the other 
side with a buffer which had some of the rubber 
pads perished, he stated that during intensive 
examination he tries to rectify whatever defects 
are possible but as it was a case of a sinl!le dead 
buffer and the draw-bar spring broken toto not 
more than 2 pieces, he allowed the wagon to go as 
this is permitted under the Conference Rules. 
It was also not possible to rectify such i<ems 
during the period of this examination (23 ·I 5 hrs. 
t() 00 ·30 hn>.)~ 

(c) Answering quest ions, he stated that-
his fitters S/Shri R. N. Pande and Mukut 
Bihari bad checked the 2 wagons for 
warm boxes and for bearing brass mount
ing on journal cal' by the Vaidyanathan 
gauge but they dtd not report any defect; 
the Neutral TXR does not exercise this 
cheek; if the bearing brass goes back to 
nonnal position, the Vaidyanathan gauge 
will not detect such displacement. . . · 

5.28. Shri J. P, Bhatt was the Nebtral TXR at 
Down Reotption, BAMY from-15.00 to 23.30 
hrs. on 25-10-80.· He did the prebilling exami-: 
nation of Dn BPT load which arrived at 21'·15. 
hn;. and final billing was done in the next. shift .. 
When asked why he did not mark Wagon· No. 
19176 •ick whtch was found with one dead. 
buffer and one broken draw-bar spring, he stated 
that these were permissible defects as per rules and 
therefore he allowed the wagon to go. 



5.29 Sbri M. C. Savita was TXR at Hapa from 
lS.OO to 23.30 hrs. on 25·10-80. · Ho and his 
staff attended to the rake of 6 Up or. the washing 
line from 20 ·10 to 23 ·30 hrs. He gave details 
of the mainter.ance work done on the rake and 
the repairs attended to. He. produced a vacuum 
brake certificate of the rake given by the TXR, 
who carried out the vacuum test before the 
14-Coach rake left Hapa at 13.10 hrs. on 
26-10-80, certifying 46 ems. on the engine and 
38 ems. in the brakevan. 

5.30. Shri M. A. Shetty wa• the TXR at Ahmed
abad (BG) on. 26-10-80 when 6 Up arrived 
from Hapa. 3 slip coac>es normally attached 
to 6 Up and one extra coach were maintained on 
the washing line along with the rake < f 80 Up 
between 10 00 a d 12.00 hrs. en 26-t0-80. 
The vacuum was also tested during this main
tenance. He gave details of the repairs carried 
out and checks recorded in the books at Ahmed
abad. 

5.31. Ehri Harlhar M. Iyer was the platform 
TXR in the 16 ·00 to 24 ·00 hrs. shift on 26-10-80 
when 6 Up aJTived. While the 4 coaches were 
being attarhed within the SLR in the rear and 
electric engine was being attached in the front, 
he carried out the examination of the rake and 
found no defects. He also issued a vacuum 
brake certificate to tr.e Driver, thereafter, which 
showed only 46 ems. on the engine but no 
record of vacuum in the brakevan as this was not 
checked by him. 

5.32. (a) Shri R. A. Bhatnagar was Wagon 
Foreman at BAMY on 26-10-80 when Down 
BTD Goods train was examined in the Down 
Despatch Yard. This train ~ad been formed 
out of the wagons thtt htd arrived by 3 earlier 
trains, which had been intensively examined 
in the Down Reception Yard under the super
vision of a Sr. Grade HTXR and staff and 
were also subjected to neutral con•rol exa
mination and certification. He furn;,hed 
details of the repairs carried out to wagon Nos. 
17196 and 60990 and other wagons which were 
finally attached to Down BTD train. 

(b) 
(i) 

(ii) 

Answering questions, he stated that-
the defects noticed in Wagon No. 17196 
after thre accident, pertaining to a single 
dead buffer and one draw-bar spring 
broken in not more than 2 pieces, were 
permissible defects under the Conference 
Rules and were passed by the Neutral 
TXR even though it was known th·t this 
w;·gon was on a through load and had to 
run about 900 Km. before its 11ext· exa
mination; 
the staff strength at BAMY as fer 
schedule for intensive examinati()n o a 
load of 70 wagons is 36 man ~ours i.e. 
16 men working for 2 hours IS minutes. 

(e) When shown the condition of the axle 
boxes and be;IJ'ings of Wugon No. 17196, he 

, observed that th·o lug of the right trailing 
I ,_1,3 CKS/Luck/90 
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box was worn out to the extent of 75% of its 
depth and a half liner had b..-n provided on one 
side of the axle box groove. The brass bearing 
metal was damaged to the extent of 65 nun on 
the right trailing side and the slipper plate had 
marks of mounting. On the left trailing side, 
the axle box lug was in good condition but the 
bearing was damaged upto 45 mm and about 
35 nun white metal wos broken; here too, the 
slipper plate had mounting marks but to a 
lesser extent. This appeared to indicate that 
the rig.,t and left slipper plates had mounted 
on the lugs and due to this, the journal cap 
had damaged the white metal. He opined 
that this excessive play (25 ems. and above) 
generally· takes place but this cannot be the 
primary cau;e of the accident; it could be a 
contributnry factor by incre"sing the ampli
tude of the vtbration of the axle. In his opinion, 
the extent of damage obserVed in one of the 
lugs could not have taken place under normal 
conditions since repacking was last done at 
Bhusaval on 23-8-80 ?n<' the breakage of lug 
could also have occurred after the repacking. 

5.33. (a) Shri S. L. Vaisbampayan, Senior C & W 
Instructor. Vadodara came along with the 
Medical Van, which reached the site at 03 ·IS 
hrs. He was present when the track readings 
were jointly taken on 27-10-80 with the Engi
neering Inspectors. On 5-2-81, he and PWI 
jointly measured the clearances between the 
axle guard horn . checks and axle box grooves 
of Wagon No. 17196 ER (reproduced as 
Annexure-!). 

(b) Answering questions; be opined that
(i) the first wagon to dPTail was Wagon 

No. 17196 due to a combination of factors 
like slack gauge and exressive lateral 
clearance of more lhan 10 mm between 
the axle guard horn ~becks and grooves. of 
3 axle boxes. whtch cau~cd excessive 
hunting of the rear wheels of this wagon 
and impulse to mount and derail; 

(ii) the Driver of the Goods train 'hould have 
felt two jerks, fir<t at the time of derail
ment and then at the time of train part
ing: 

(iii) the variation in spring c~ambers would 
have affected the <lability of the wagon if 
the difference was more than 12 nun; 

CRS's Note : -Spring chamber results (see 
Annexure-II)· indicate a 
difference of more than 12 nun.' 

(iv) other deficiencies like a single. dead buff0r, 
one draw bar spring bro]<en in 2 pieCjOS 
& the peri,hoo condition of the rubber 
pads were within permissible limits as 
per Conference Rules and would not 
have aff"cted the stability of the wagon. 

(c) He and the other 2 Inspectors, who recorded 
the joint track measurements, had not accepted 
the PWI's observation that the track in rerr 
was affected by derailment and distorted be
cause it fell in the 5-rail panel, 



5.34. Sbri S. D. Shewale, was a HTXR at 
Bhusaval on 23-8-80 when the repacking of 
Wagon No.· ER 17196 was done •-t Ehusaval. 
He confirmed that the repacking w~s done by 
Carriage & Wagon Fitter Shri Baliram Ka>hiram 
bu! l"'inted out that his work had not been 
supervtscd by him as on that day, all 8 TXRs 
under him had gone to the site of an accident and 
he was the only one at Bhusaval c<ror<iinating 
the work of the TXR staff working at different 
points in the Yard. 

535. Sbri Rama · Hira. Permanent Way 
Mistry, was in charge of DTM Unit No. 6, 
whose jurisdiction extends from _Km," 363/0 
to 369/22. His gang last attended the Down 
line from Km. 369/23 to 368/12 under casual 
packing on 5-10-1980. The section W'lS main
tained by Directed Track Maintenance (DTM) 
and the location where the de.,ilment took 
place was last attended by his DTM unit on 
18-7-80. 
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5.36. Sbri D. P. Kmnare, Assistant Perma
nent Way Inspector, Palej was the sectional 
APWI in immediate charge of the section where 
the accident took place. He arrived by push 
trolly at 06 ·30 hrs. and assisted in the restora
tion operations. He last inspected the Up 
and Down lines on 22-10-80 by push trolly 
and did an engine inspection of the Up and 
Down lines on 19-10-80. His records were 
checked and it was noted that there was no 
reference to the location of derailment in any 
of the notes recorded by him during these 
inspections. He had last adjusted the creep 
on the Down line on 13-3-80. 

5.37. {a) Sbri S. V. Vilekar was PWJ (BG) 
in-<:harge of \he section where the accident 
occurred. His be-at .cx!cnds upto Km. 369/22, 
3 Kms. · away from Miyagam K.arjan on the 
Jtola side. He accompanied his AEN and 
DEN, who were at Bluruch, by the Medical 
Special and reached the site at about 05 ·20 hrs. 
Afle!" surveying the damage to the track and 
maklng arrangements for the permanent way 
materials required for restcration, he took the 
track observations joint!) with the CWS/ 
Vadodara and TI/Miyagam K.arjan under 
free and loaded conditton.s and completed the 
same by about 10 ·30 hrs. He last inspected 
the Up an~ Down lines on 18-10-80 by push 
trolly. Earher, he had done an engine inspec
tion of the Up and Down lines on S-10-80 but 
had no records of defects noted by him. In fact, 
he stated that the sheet of paper on which be 
had written the mileages of inspection were not 
readily available. The Down line was last 
attended to by the Gang under casual packing 
on 5-10-80. 

(b) 
(i) 

Answering questions, he stat'ld that-
the slack· gauge be!wecn station No. 9 to 
14 behind the potnt of mount was due 
to:distortion of track of the 5-rail panel 

whero the mounting. occurred; the panel 
was thereby affected dut to thrust on the 
rail after the derailment; 

(ii) the variation in cross levels bet ween 
station No. 72 and No. 78 was attributed 
by him to the existence of a free joint 
on the tight side rail; 

(iii) he did not take track me.,urements as 
required under Para 1407(c) of the Way 
& Works Manual as there was pressure 
to release the track ·for restoration; this 
was also confirmed by Shri Dalbhide, 
CWS, who had jointly taken the track 
measurements. Shri Dalbhide further 
confirmed that the parts found near the 
point of mount viz. one hose pipe, ( ne 
brake block, one bearing brass and one 
axle box had been verified as not belong
ing to Wagon No. 17196 the first wagon 
of the parted load of BTD Goods train; 

(iv) no gap register was maintained by him 
for thJS track. However, when gaps exceed 
the permissible limit, the rails are pulled 
back. Pulling ba<k was la;t done on 
12-3-80. 

(v) he accompanied the Am<lcr Car on its 
run on 7-10-80 and 14-10-80. 

VI. OBSERVATIONS AND ITSTS 

6.1. Down Main Line. 
(a) The. first mark of mount of the IBTD 

Down Goods train was observed on the left 
rail 9 ·14m, ahead of EM No. 369/2. This 
was followed by a clear mark of drop of one 
wheel, about 2 ·48 m in front, on the inside 
of the CST9 plate of the right rail. This pat
tom continued till the left wheel dropped to the 
left of the left rail at Sleopcr No. 19. At 
Sleeper No. 30, a second set of derailed wheel 
marks appeared on the tr; ck moving towards 
the left as one approached the Miyagam K.arjan 
end of the girder bridge No. 545 (I x 3 ·05 m) 
at K.m. 369/2-4. 

(b) The marks of these 2 derailed right wheels 
were thereafter found in-between the guard 
rails with its splayed ends at the M iyagam K.arjan 
approach uprooted and badly distorted and all 
the bridge . timbers crushed. At the bridge 
itself, the rail balla;t walls and the coping stones 
at both ends were dislodged and damaged. 

(c) The same pattern of derailment continued 
in the CST9 sleepers ju<,t beyond this girder 
bridge till bunchmg of wagons and complete 
distortion of track occurred between K.m. 
369/6-8. 

(d) The Down OHE mast at K.m. 369/8, 
which had fallen toward< the Itola side, bore 
clear marks of being hit and ridden over by 
some wagons of the derailed IBTD Down Goods 
train. 



6.2. Up Main Line 
(a) Covered loaded Wagon No. 59858 (28th 

from the locomotive) of IBTD Down Goods 
was found entangled with the front cab of the 
Electric Locomotive of 6 Up Saurashtra Mail. 
Likewise, the 29th loaded Wagon No. BRH 
61730 of IBTD Down was found entangled 
with the 5th coach No. WGSCNY 7213 of 6 Up. 

(b) The Up OHE mast at Km. 369/7 bore similar 
hit and riding marks of 6 Up as the mast fell 
towards th: Miyagam Karjan side. 

6.3. Visibility. Test' 
A trial was carried out by me at 23 ·30 hrs. 

on the dark night of 30.1(}.80 to ascertain the 
visibility of a red Hand Signal lamp and a wagon 
to the Driver of an approaching Up train. A 
red Hand Signal Lamp was prominently held up 
at Km. 369/27 as 28 Up Vadodara Express ap
proached tho accident site. Travelling on 
the front cab of the ekctric locomotive at a 
slow speed · of about 30 km/h and expecting 
to see a danger signal, I could sight a dim red 
light when about 486 metres away and got a 
clear view of it when just 3 electric masts (about 
200 m) away. An obstruction of a wagon 
kept on an adjoining line at Miyagam Karjan 
station could be clearly seen just I 1/2 electric 
masts (about 100 m) · away. On the same line, 
the visibility could not have been more than 
200 m. On the moon-lit night of 27-10.80. 
the visibility must have been somewhat better. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

7 .I. Time of Accident 
7.1.1. Tho two OHE breakdowns, when the 
2 accidents (first the derailment of IBTD Down 
Goods train and later tho collision of 6 Up 
Saurashtra Mail with the infringing wagons 
of IBTD Down Goods) occurred, caused ins
tantaneous tripping of circuit breakers at the 
Makarpura sub·station and failure of power 
supply. Both tripping> were. simultaneously 
fta;hod on tho panel at tho Traction Control 
Office at Vadodara and were noted to have taken 
place at 00 ·45 hr>. and 01 ·08 hrs. respectively 
on 27-1 (}.80. . 

7.1.2. Thc;e timings more or less tally with the 
evidence of-

(i) the Guard of IBTD Down, who noted 
the two events as occurring at 00 ·45 and 
01 ·09 hrs;. . 

(ii) the Driver of IBTD Down, who stated 
that his OJ tripped at 00 ·45 hrs., when the 
derailment of his train took place; and 

(iii) tho Gu,U.d of 6 Up, who noted the crash 
of the collision as having taken place at 
01 ·10 hrs., 6 minutes after the train 
ran through ltola at 01 ·04 hrs. as against 
the Control & Station run-through 
timing at. ltola of 01 ·02 hrs. 
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7.1.3 .• Those timings also generally agree with 
the run-through timings recorded of the 2 trains 
mvolved from their respective last stations 
before the accident i.e. 00 ·40 hrs. for IBID 
Down from Miyagam Karjan and OJ ·02 hrs. 
for 6 Up from ltola plus the time taken there 
a~ter at the SJ>eeds they were found to be run
nmg, to the site of the accident. 

7.1.4. I therefore accept the time of the derail
ment of IBTD Down Goods train as 00 ·45 hrs. 
and the subsequent collision of 6 Up Saurashtra 
Mail as 01 oQ8 hrs. on 27-10.80. 

7.2. Speed of 6 Up at the time of collision 

7.2.1. It is seen from the speed recorder chart 
that when the brakes wc;·e applied just before 
the accident, the speed came down from 95 kmjh 
showing a fine line upto 75 kmjh and thereafter 
a thiCk and dtsturbed line down to zero. This 
indicates an abnormal feature at 75 km/h and 
~ust have occurred when 6 Up cra;hed into the 
tnlrtngmg wagons of the IBTD Down Goods 
train. rurthcr, lhe eVIdence of most Railway 
staff and passengers of 6 Up support the read
mg; on lhe speed recorder chart that 6 Up was 
runmng at or near the maximum speed of I 00 
kmth and wnhm seconds of sudden braking and 
jerks felt by many Railway staff and passengers, 
the crash occurred. 

7.2.2. I therefore consider that the speed 'of 
6 Up at the time of collision was of the ·order 
of 75 kmth. 

7.3. Speed of IBTD Down Goods train at the 
time of derailment 

7.3.1. The Driver and Guard of IBTD Down 
have testified that the train ran through Miya• 
gam . Karjan at full speed and there was no 
reduction in speed till the accident took place. 
The Guard estimated lhe speed When he felt 
the first jerk as 60.65 kmth and the Driver 
estimated his speed as about 70 kmth when his 
OJ tripped. Looking at the fact that the train, 
ran through Miyagam Karjan station and the 
gradient was generally falling from Miyagam 
In the direction of travel of the trllin and - the 
line ahead was on a straight, I accept the Vl:rsion 
of the Guard and Driver that they were running 
at or near the maximum speed. 

7.3.2. I therefore consider that the speed of 
IBTD Down Goods train at the time of derail
ment was of the order of 65-70 km;h. 

7,4, Collision and Derailment of 6 Up 

The Guard of IBTD Down Goods train has 
testified that the derailment of his train resulted 
in some wagons fouling the Up Main line and 
even as he tncd to protect the on-rushing 6 Ups 
by exhibiting a red light and placing detonators 
~n the Up track, the train passed him and crmhed 
ID to the tnfrmgmg wagons. There is evidence 
also of the Driver of 6 Up suddenly. braking, 



most probably when he saw the red light and/or 
thJ ob.ilrUCUon ah.:ad; iniact, many passeng..:rS, 
inoludmg Railway staff, travdting on 6 Up 
felt tho JO!lG o! sudden b;akmg, seconds before 
th; i:olfuion occurred. It is ther.:!ore abundantly 
cleat tuat 6 Up Saurashtra Mail ran into the 
derailed wagons of lBTD Down Goods train 
and became derailed. Its electric locomotive 
then swerved to the left, wrenching the 28th 
Wagon No. 59858 CL of IBTD Goods train 
along with it, rolled down the embankment 
and: landed on tho g;ound belqw about 12 ·46 
me1res away and to the left of the Up Main 
line. 

7 .5.. Derailment and parting of lBTD Down 
Goods train 

7.5.1. The marks of derailment on the tiebars 
and CST-9 skepers in tho track from the point 
oi mount to tho girder B;idge No. 545 about 
86 ·20 metres ~ad [See Para 6 ·!(a)], clearly 
e;tabtt>hod Lh< !act that onty 2 wheel sets had 
derai•ed be!ore tho girder b;idge. These wheel 
sets th<n lm, rode ovor and uprooted-the splayed 
g~~rdr-ils -tiDe Miy.g~m K..rj..n cna <.no the 
rail ba.ua.;t walls o! ,ho g~tder b;idge. The 
sam¢ pauern of derailment marks wc:re seen 
on •ho CST -9 sleepers just beyond the girder 
bridge. 
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7.5.2. I had nominated 2 Officers of the Wes
tern Raitway, Sh:i B. M. Arte AME and Shri 
A. D. Gadkari AEN, to jointly examine the 
wb.oels and underirames of all the derailed 
wagons and locate tell-tale marks on the tread 
ana dang.:; oi tho wb.oels of the derailed wagons 
to idemu"y the 2 culprit wagons which has 
derailed first. The study Was quite revealing. 
All the hit and damage marks ·on the trailing· 
whoels and · underframe o! covered loaded 
Wagon No. 17169 ER ·and the leadmg wheels 
and underirame of covered loaded Wagon No. 
60990 WR (1st and 2nd wagons of the parted 
portion-of IBTD Down Goods train-22nd and 
23rd from 1ho locomotive) could be tallied e.g. 
th.lre whore clear marks of hit on the wheels, 
axles and underlrames where they struck the 
guard rails and rail ballast walls of the girder 
bridge. 

?:5.3. The 4 fallen parts, found on ·either side 
of the girder bridge, could also be identified 
as belongmg: to particular wagons on"the train 
i.e. the hose p1pc and brake-block found at the 
Miyagam .KarJan approach belonged to Wagon 
Nos. 63B34 and 44237 (Sl.t & 3~.h respectively 
from the locomotive) and th; boaring brass a.nli 
axle box to th; leading wheel of Wagon Nos. 
60990 CL (23rd from the locomotive-2nd wagon 
of the parted load), which fell when the derailed 
w)lceJ Work.;d Itself OUt. after the Wagon struck 
the girder bridge. . . · . 

7.5;4. It was therefore quite cl.;,.,.that the trailing 
wh::els of Wagon No.· 17196 and the leading 
wheel• of· Wagon No. 60990 (J•t & 2nd on the 

parted load) were the first to derail. The 
fact that all the wheels derailed to the left led 
me to believe that the trailing wheels of the 
1st wagon of the parted load wer< the first to 
derail and in doing so, thoy pulled out the follow
ing wh.els i.e. the leading wheels ·of the 2nd 
wagon in the same (left) direction. 

7.5.5. There was no evidence to support any 
theory that overspeedingfinjudicious controlling 
by the Driver or an obstruction on the track 
had caused the accident. Neither was there 
any evidence of wilful tampering of the track. 
All these possibilities were therefore ruled out 
and attention concentrated on the 2 wagons 
that derailed and the track conditions near the 
point of mount. 

7.6. Examination of Wagon Nos. 17196 & 60990 

7.6.1. Wagon Nos. 17196 & 60990 were exa
mined in detail I?Y the AME and AEN and all 
measurement and observations were jointly 
recorded by 1h.om. A summary of their observa
tions on certain items, whi\;h could tbrow some 
light on the cause of 1ho accident, is enclosed 
as Annexure-Ill. A perusal of these reading 
makes it abundantly clear \hat Wagon No. 
60990 was in fairly good condition and was not 
the first to derail. The discussiun that follows 
is therefore confined only to the defects ob
served in Wagon No. 17196 which was the 
first wagon to derail. 

7.6.2. Defects/Deficiencies noted in Wagon No. 
17196 

7.6.2.1. The right leading buffer was dead. 
The left draw-bar spring of the leading draw
bar was .broken into 2 pieces. This breakage 
was obviously an old one. During clearing 
operations, the trailing buffers of this wagon 
had to be removed by fiame cutting and . some 
of the rubber pads used were found partly 
perished. The single dead buffer and a broken 
draw-bar spring in 2 pieces only were explained 
as non-rejectable defects, which need not be 
attended to as they are covered by the provisions 
of Paras S.4.9.2 and 8.4.9.8 of the Conference 
Rules Part lll. 

7.6.2.2. The condition of the axle box and bear
ings were found as under : 

7.6.2.2.1. . Right side trailing wheel 
(a) Axle Box-The lug inside the axle box 

was found worn out to the extent of 75% of its 
depth. A non-standard half channel liner had 
been provided on one (front) side only of the 
axle liox groove. to reduce the play ·between 
the axle guard horn check and axle box groove. 
Both legs of the axle guard had been bent out
wards and damaged as· a result of the 11ccidcnt. 

(b) SGCI Bearing-The bearing was smoothly 
worn out leading to the formation of a· groove 
(without any serrations) for a width of 60 mm 
and a depth of 9 mm. The white metal in thi• 



portion· bas been scoured out eXcept at the 
edgo where trac,> of it could still be seen without 
any signs of fusion. 

(c) Slipper plate-Thi; wa; in good condition 
but there were clear marks of ·mounting on the 
lug of the axle box and the edge 1>f the slipper 
plate. · · · 

7.6.2.2.2 Left side trailing wh,el. 
(a) Axle Box-The · xi< box h::d a normal 

lug and no liner in the ade box groove. Both 
log< of the axle guard had been bent outwards 
and damagod as a result of the accident. 

(b) SGCI B:aring-Here too. the position 
was the same as on the ri;lbt side excep\ that the 
groo\e formation extended for a width <>f 3~ mm 
and a depth of 8 mm and b<yond this the white 
metal · was found to have chipped off and pro
bably fallen out. 

(c) Slipper plate-This too was in good condi
tion with marks of mounting, whie~ were less 
noticeable as compared to the right side. 

7.6.2.2.3. Tile axle boxes anu SGCI b;arings 
mi the leading wheels ap_.,carcd normal en 
both right and left. sides with tolerablo wear 
of the boarings and no groovo in t\cm. 

st. Load Theorntical 
·No. Deflection in mm 

.j, Free Camber 76 
(no load) 

2. 1 ton 69·8 
3. 2 ton 63 ·S 

4. 3 ton S1·l 

s. 4 ton so ·8 

6. S ton 44'4 
1. 6"\on 36·5 

8. ·1 tbn 30·2 

9. 8 ton· 23 •8 

10. 9 ton 17·4 
II. to·ton 11·1 
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LL 

71 

68 
61 
ss 
49 
4S 
36 
31 
2S 
19 
14 

1.6.2.2.4: There was excessive lateral ·wear: in 
the axle box groove on the leading Rigbt Axle 
Box. This caused excessive lateral play of 
18 to 25 mm on this. box. There was also lateral 
clearance in excess of 10 mm on the leading 
and trailing left axle boxes .. 

7.6.3. L~minated sprin~< 

(i) The left trailing spring had its lOth plate 
fractured. The right trailing spring had its 
top screw missing. The left leading spring 
had a non-standard packing piece-a oircular 
sp;·ing washer-wedged 3/4 distance inside 
between the buckle and top plate. Its top 
sc,ew was missing and the buckle shifted by 3 mm. 

(ii) The free camber of the spring was measured 
as under: 

LL 

LT 

71 ems. 

63 ems. 

RL 

RT 

73 ems. 

6S ems. 

(iii) The laminated springs were sent to the 
Loco Workshop at Dahod tor a spring deflection 
te<t and the results. tabulated by AME and 
AEN. we:-c as under : 

Actual Deflection Remarks 

RL LT RT 

73 63 6S On leading lert spring, non 
standard packing washer was 

69 60 6t fitted and then load test taken. 
6S ss S4 
S1 48 46 Drawing No. IRS WA-8 
S3 43 40 
46 37 33 
40 30 27 
3S 24 18 
30 19 12 

2S 12 7 
t9 1 Nil 

Note :-The relevant palticulnrs of this 
(a) carrying capacity 

coverc:d 4·Whceler Wagon No. 11196 are : 
22,4 lonnes. 

(b) Tare to.s tonnes 
fully loaded with fertiliser (Phosphate). 

1.1. Examination of Track 
1.1.1. The track measurements on the down 
main line were jointly recorded by PWI/TI/ 
CWS be'oro c'ea;-ing ope:atton were com
menced on tho morning of 27-! 0-80. The 
measurements ·were recorded unde~ loaded and 
free conditions'fm (1)90 metros behmd tho pomt 
of mount and (t 1)45 metres ahead of the location 
where tho first derailed wag'?n came to a halt. 
Details of (I) above only, bomg relevant, are 
reptoduccd in Annexure-IV. 

1.1.2. Surprisingly, no track . measurements 
were taken and recorded for 5(} metres ahead 

of the point. of mount, though quite clearly 
required vide Para 1407(c) of the Indian Rail 
way's Way & Works Manual. My enquiries 
reveal that the Inspectors and Junior Officers, 
who recorded the joint measurements, were 
pressurized to complete tho taking of thme 
measurements to enable clearing operations 
being commenced and none of the Senior Officers 
present ensured that this essential infotmation 
was taken before the restoration operations 
were commenced. Considering that the top 
bra" of the Railway Were present at the scene 
of the accident well before clearance operations 
commenced, I can understand the predicament 
or the small fry who re~ordea the measurements 



and consider this a lapse on the part of the Senior 
Civil Enginee.-s pre_'Cnt at that time [ ADRM & 
DEN(!) Vadoda.-a]. Fortunately, I had· reached 
the site of accident befo:e dusk on 27-1-80 itself 
and got a fairly good idea of the track conditions 
immediately ahead of the point of mount to 
draw my own conclusions. 

7. 7.3. ne pertinent ob;ervations of the track 
mea~ents noted we:e-

(i) Slackne;s of guag~ just b;,hind the point 
of mount and in particular betw~n 
station Nos. 10 to 12, which was +16 to 
+17 mm under free conditions and +14 to 
+ 16:nm under loaded conditions. 

(ii) Cross level variations up to a maximum of 
16 mm left low unde: lead at station No.2 

just near the poini of mount. 
(ii1) Cross level variations between station Nos. 

70 and 85 and m pa.··ttcular on either s1de 
of sta•.ion No. 73 whc:c there was a rail 
joint only on the right side, the other 
side being a welded joint. The maximum 
cro.:;s I eve! variation was between station 
Nos. 73 & 76 (9 mm right low to 3 mm 
left low under free conditions, and 9 mm 
right low to 4 mm left low nn1c: loaded 
conditions). 

(iv) Station Nos. 0 to 23 (22 metres) behind the 
point of mount we:e on a 5-rail welded 
panel. This 5-rail panel extended 36 ·2 
metre> beyond the point of mount in the 
de:ailment zone ahead; the t;e bars 
had been noticeably bent forward as a 
re;ult of the derailed wheels travelling 
ove; them. 

7 .8. Wbicll event took place first, the parting 
or derailment of IBTO Down Goods train? 

7.8.1. A theo:y was advan;:.od thar the parting 
took place fir;t and the resultant de;truction of 
vacuum from the front of the parted (rea.-). 
po;tion of the train caused bunching and jump
ing of the 2 wheel se:s that derailed i.e. the 
trailing wheels of the 22nd Wagon No. 17196 
and the lead;ng wheels of the 23rd Wagon No. 
60990 (1st & 2nd Wagon of the parted load). 

7.8.2. 1 disca;d this possibility for 3 reasons :-
(a) The effect of bunching, causing a jump of 

wheels, will be felt mo:e on the wagons in 
the middle of the parted load rather than 
in the front 2 wagoll5; infact, the most 
vulnerab'e to jump should have been 
the empty Wagon. CRT No;. 68970 
and 76219 (24th & 26th from the engine 
-3rd & 4th of the parted load), which 
we:c the on'y 2 empty wagons on the 
train. 

(b) The de:ailed wagoll5, moving toward; the 
left, •hould have hit OHE Ma;t No. 
369/6, about 40 metres ahead of the 
g:rder b;idge. 1115tead, the derailment 
marks indicate that these wagons were 
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pulled towards the centre of the Down 
track after they hit the girder bridge 
and steered c!ear of OHE Mast No. 
369/6. 

(c) Bunching should have taken place on either 
side of the girder bridge rather than about 
80-90 metres ahead. 

7.8.3. I have no doubt, therefore, that the derail
ment of only 2 wagons took place first and as 
the bunching and derailment of other wagaons 
occurred, the screw rod of the coupl;ng gave 
way and caused the parting. This is farther 
borne out by the crystalline nature of the frac
tured surface of the brok<n screw coupling, 
wh;ch showed no signs of ' flaw. The screw 
rod had obviously broken under sudden tensile 
stress a> borne out and confirmed by the Report 
of the Chemist & Metallurgist, Western Rail
way, Ajmer, C'Xtract enclosed as Annexure·V. 

7.9. Mechanics of the derailment of IBTO Down 
Goods train 

"I .9.1. Wi:h the above background of tlie 
wagon defects/deficiencies and track conditions, 
it 1s possible to visualise how the derailment 
took place. 

7.9.2. Wagon No. 17196 ER was running in a 
potentially unstable condition just before the 
derailment. Its left trailing spring had a weak/ 
fractured plate and a non-standa.·d packing 
piece i.e. a spring wa hor wedgod in with its 
buckle shifted by 3 nun and the top screw missing. 
The te.t results of the load deflection test of the 
springs have disclosed that both trailing springs 
were weak; under loaded conditions, the dif
ference in working camber exceeded 12 mm; 
infact, the maximum variation was 17 mm 
between the right trailing and leading springs. 
The beaoing b•asscs of both trailing axle boxes 
were riding ov~r the collars and both slipper 
plates had mounting marks-the right side 
being mo:e pronounced than the left side. There 
was excesc.ive lateral clearance (more than 10 mm) 
between the axle guard and axle box groove in 
3 out of 4 axle boxes and particuarly in the leading 
right axle box (18 to 25 mm). On the 4th (right 
side) axle box g:oove had been fitted a non
standard half channel liner in a manner not 
conducive to restrictmg the lateral play. To 
cap it all, there was slack gauge of 16 to 17 mm 
and appreciable difference in cross levels upto 
I 6 mm left low just near the point of mount .. 

7.9.3. The normal oscillations set up on the 
run mu·.t have got built up with the excessive 
lateral play of the wheels and the uncontrolled 
lateral play between the bea:ing brasses and 
journals of the trailing .wheels. The slipper 
plates and bearings not ~?eing in position wllh 
the journal caps riding over the bearing<, the 
tran,fcr of load was also affected. There was 
also unequal transfer of load due to the weakness 
of the trailing springs. All these defects set 
up osciiiations of great amplitude and increased 



the flange forces. This ultimately resulted in 
the rear let wheel of Wagon No. 17196 mount
ing th·: loft rail and dermling. 

7.9.4. What happened the:eaf•or •o the Goods 
train has already been indicated in Para 1.3.1 
above. 

7.9.5. The slack guage as measured at stations 10 
to 12, in rear of the point of mount, was of the 
order of 16 to 17 mm. It was contended by 
the Enginoers that thi> was found at one isolated 
location only. Further, the Amsler Car, on 
its run of 7-10-80, had classified this kilometre 
in the :a• category with only 6 peaks between 
3 and 6 mm and no peaks above 6 mm and within 
a period of 20 days, .it,was not pos.ible that 
one particular panel could have deteriorated to 
the extent of 1 h> guag~ becoming slack by as 
much as +17 mm; therefore, in thoir view. 
the slackness of guage as also the cross level 
variation upto 16 mm left low at station No. 2 
was due to distortion of the track ahead of the 
point of mount within the same panel and dis
turbance of sleepers. This inference is accep
table. It would have been more convmcmg, 
however, if instead of drawing inferences, the 
Engineer> had recorded the track data ahead 
of the point of mount after the acctdent. Un
fo:tunately, this was not done (See Para 7.7.2 
abO\·e). 

7.10. Could the collision of 6 Up Saurashtra Mail 
have been averted 1 

6.10.1. Th '"e was a clear int"fval of 23 minutes 
between th1 derailment of IBTD Down Goo?s 
train and tho collision of 6 Up Saura h~ra Mall. 
There were 3 Railway Staff on the Goods tram, 
who could have warned the Driver of 6 Up 
of the infringing wagons and averted the col
lision. Th.~ir role in this matter IS dtscus!=ed 
below. 

7.10.2. Guard of IBTD Down Goods train. 

7.10.2.1. He felt tho ierk immediately after tho 
derailment and was ihe first to realise that ~n 
accident had taken place. However, at thts 
point of time, he would not have reahsed. ti!at 
a parting had taken place. The responotb~hty 
for protection in front devolves on the Dnvcr 
and therefore the Guard's realisation of the 
need to protect the Up line in front arose olny 
after he passed the derailed wagons afl~r 
gotting down and up the bank (3-S meh·~s m 
h''gh:) to tho othe:· side. One can also vtsua
li.~e Lhc unexpected situation h:c was suddenly 
faced wi:h, alone in mid·sect•on at dead of 
night and take du< cognisance of .the same. 
Events have shown that the 23 mmutcs time 
available was not enough and the .efforts he 
made to protect the Up line in front were made-
quate. · 

. 7.10.2.2. It has not been establi<hod beyond 
doubt that tho Guard of IBTD Down placed 
detonators on the Up. line to protect .6 Up. as 
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ho (Guard) failed to point out his burst deto
nators to anybody immediately after the acci
dent; also, while he had a stock of 12 detona
tors of 1977 vintage. the bur.t detonators 
found on the Up track attCI czy bw.k on 27-10-80 
were those of other ycar5 and wc:e burst by 
the Tower Wagon and the Medical Van when 
they came on the Up line after the accident. 

7.10.2.3. I believe. :hercfore, that the Driver 
and Assistant Driver of 6 Up were pro-warned 
only by the Guard's red light about t.he same 
time when they saw the obstruct! en JUSt • 2-3 
OHE masts ahead and applied their emergency 
brakes. 

7.10.2.4. In as much as the Guard, in such a 
situation, is not immediately called upon under 
extant rules to protect the other line in front
this duty und.·o G.R. 166(h) falls on thP Driver 
-I ab;olve h'm of any respcnsibility for not 
averting this accident. 

7.10.3. Driver and Ass;stant Driver of IBTD 
Down Goods train. 

Under circumstances mentioned therein, 
GR. 166 clearly places the entire responsibility 
for the action to be taken and protection to be 
done in front squarely on the Driver. This 
completely absolves the Assistant Driver of any 
responsibility. The train had suddenly stopped 
in mid-section. The first react ton of the Dr~ver 
should have been to ascertain if the rest of his 
train was following in the rear by sounding his 
1vhistle and exchanging hand signals with the 
Guard. Instead, he spent practically 20 of 
the 23 minutes time available, going through the 
trouble shooting drill prescribed in Para 1714 
of the Railway Board's · Manual of AC Trac
tion Maintenance and Operation (Manual of 
ACTM & 0), on the assumption that the DJ 
tripping was occasioned by an OHE/Loco failure. 
The Driver gave me a dctatled account of what 
ch.,cks ho and his Assistant did during this 
period and th·:'!rcafter, how his. Assistant Driver 
had hardly gone 2-3 wa:on·: m rear when 6 Up 
pasccd by at normal speed. He, apparently, 
took the stoppage of his train to be an ordinary 
ca<;c of tripping and it ne:ver occurred to him to 
check if the rest of his train was attached to his 
·engine in rear. He could haye averated the 
accident had he taken the act10n clearly laid 
down in GR. 166 of whistling ond exchanging 
signals with the Guard and protecting the Up 
line in front. I have no doubt that the cause 
of stoppage in thil' ca<:e was "on account of 
failure or an exceptional cause''. requiring this 
action to be taken by the Driver under this G.R. 

7.10.4. My reasons for coming to this con
clusion are ns follows. 

7.1 0.4.1. The Driver has deposed that there was 
a gradual drop in his vacuum from 52 ems to 
40 ems and thon the vacuum dropped suddcntly 
from 40 ems to 0. This could not have happened 
if a simple · power failure had taken place; 



the drop in vacuum in such a, case should 
have been gradual from, 54 ems to 0 and this 
should have taken place in 5-7 minutes. 

7.10.4.2. Time limits have been prescibed in 
various AC Traction Rules and Manuals on the 
action to be taken by a Driver when there is a 
failure of OHE/Loco. These are briefly sum
marised below. 

{i) Para 1264 of the Board's Manual of 
ACTM&O-If Power supply is not 
restored within 5 minutes of stopping the 
train, the Driver should make lli'e of his 
portable telephone to contact the TPC 
and if for any reason, he is likely to take 
more than IS minutes to ascertain the 
time of restoration of the O.H. power 
supply from the· TPC, he must first pro
tect the train· against rolling as pres
cribed and then contact the TPC. In 
addition, the precautions prescribed in 
G&sR for protection of train when 
stopping out of course must be observed. 

(ii) Para 1714 of the Board's Manual of 
· ACTM&O. If the locomotive fails, the 
Driver is expected to follow the proce
dure laid down in the trouble shooting 
Manuals · and seek the guidance of the 
Traction Loco Controller on phone 
through the TPC. 

(iii) The corresponding instruction in Para 2 
· of Chapter I of the Trouble ·Shooting 

Directory of "the Western Railway 
requires the Driver to follow a prescribed 
drill in the event of DJ failures and also 
specifies that he must contact the TPC 
after 10 minutes. · 

(iv) Para· 16 ·20 of the Western Railway's 
AC Traction Manual on Measures to be 
taken in case of power failures prescribes 
that the Driver should contact the 
Traction Loco Controller, after waiting 
for 10 minutes,. by deputing his Assis
tant with a written message if contact 
on the Emergency Telephone is not pos
sible and if the stoppage is due to an 
accident (derailment damaged catenary 
etc.), the Driver should protect the 
train first before he contacts the Con
troller. 

7.!0.4.3. In the instant case, the Driver of 
IBTD Down Goods train was not provided with 
an Emergency telephone (although vide Para 
1715 ofthe Manual of ACTM&O-he should 
have been provided with one) and therefore, 
he should have waited for 10 minutes before 
deputing his Assistant with a written message 
to the nearest Station Miyagam Karjan, which 
was 3 Kms. away. He was also required to 
protect his train in terms of Para 1264 of the 
ACTM&O. This he failed to do. 

7.10.5. This accident has clearly demonstrated 
the efl'ect of AC Traction Rules and Regulations 
giVing more importance to trouble shooting 

direetions to Drivers to ascertain tho causo .of 
failure instead of stressing the paramount im
portance of ascertaining whether there is any
thing wrong with the load hauled by the loco
motive and may be taken into consideration 
when evaluating the gravity of the Driver's 
failure to protect his train. 

7.11. Did the Driver experience a jerk? 
7.11.1. The parting took place after 2 wagons 
had derailed and hit the bridge; the travel of 
2 wagons in a derailed condition may not have 
resulted in much of a jerk at the moment of 
derailment but when the 2 wagons hit the girder 
bridge and a parting took place thereafter, I 
believe that at least 2 heavy jerks must have 
taken place and must have been experienced by 
the Driver. When this was followed by a stop
page in mid-section, it should have sufficed 
to alert the Driver that the cause of the stop
page was an exceptional one, attracting the 
provisions of G .R. 166. . The Driver should 
therefore have sounded his whistle to apprise 
the Guard of the stoppage. exchanged hand 
siguals with him and protected the Up line in 
front, as required by G.R. 166. To the extent 
he failed to do so when there was adequate time 
available for this purpose, he is responsible for 
not averting the accident 

7.11.2. In a note on the responsibility of the 
Driver to protect the Up Main line in terms of 
G.R. 166(h), the railway administration has 
stated that the IBTD Down Driver's failure 
to do so has to be judged in the context of the 
following: circumstances-I quote. 

"1.1. Since ihe tripping of power in the OHE 
is inferred to have occurred within a verY 
short time (seconds) after the derailment 
took place, the Driver concluded that the 
initial slow drop in vacuum ;n his guage 
and sub"equent stoppage of train was 
eatL<ed by tripping only; . whereas the 
initial slow leakage would indicate that 

. derailment took place earlier, and was 
followed by parting and hitting of the 
mast causing the power to trip, which 
resulted in sudden drop of vacuum. 
When power trips, the Driver feels a 
small jerk if traction current is high and 
the Driver of Dn BTD Goods, who 
has stated that he did not feel any jerk 
must have thought that what he experien
ced on this occasion was nothing un
usual. The power tripping is not an 
uncommon feature on the electrified 
sections, though not very frequent. 

1.2. Again, para 1264 of AC Traction Manual 
and instructions issued to the Driver 
thereunder, would appear to give greater 
importance to trouble shooting by the 
Driver than to protection of the adjacent 
track. These instructions are under
standable as, except in an isolated case 
as the present one, power is generally 



restored· wfthin a short time and normal 
running is resumed after a brief inter
ruption. Besides, if the Driver were to 
start protecting the adjacent line in 
every instance of trains coming to a halt 
in mid-sections after a OHE power 
tripping, train running would become 
very difficult, if not impossible. 

1.3. In terms of the instructions, therefore, 
· the Driver of Down IBTD Goods waited 

after verification (Trouble Shooting) that 
the loco was in order for I 0 minutes after 
tripping occurred expecting restoration of 
power. When he did not get power, he 
sent his Assistant ·to go in the rear to 
ascertain if the train was complete and 
in order. From the nearest point he 
could not contact the TPC regarding 
ORE power failure as there was no RE 
telephone supplied to the Driver. It was 
not until the Assistant Driver reported 
to him thai the Driver became aware of 
the train parting and absence of rear 
portion of the train, but then it was 

- too late to take action to protect the 
adjacent line as this must have taken 
another 10-15 minutes." 

7.1 1.3, My itemwise comments are-

!. I. Though power tripping by iteself causes 
a small jerk if the traction current is 
high, the Driver should have felt the 
two heavy jerk when the 2 derailed wagons 
hit the bridge and the parting took place 
if he did not feel the small jerk when the 
power tripped; in. other words, he 
should have experienced more than· one 
severe jork. His plea that he did not 
experience any jerk cannot therefore be 
accepied. 

1.2. The record of earlier cases of power 
tripping that have occurred on Vadodara 
Division indicates that they take place for 
half a minute only except when there is a 
failure of supply from a sub-station 
when it ·takes about 2-3 minute; to feed 
the· affected section- from the adjoining 
sub-station. In every case, the first duty 
of a Driver should be to see that his train 

· is following in· a safe and prqper manner 
and to check this and protect the other 
line if the situation so warrants. To the 
extent that the Traction Manuals lay 
more srress on trouble . shooting than to 
protection, there is a lacuna in their word
ing and this needs _ t~ be._ '!"medm;ely 
rectified. The admtmstrallon s con.en
tion'that the manner of their pre,ent word
ing caters for the general case and not the 
exception and that tram. runmng would 
b~<Come very difficult, tf not tmposstblc, 
if the rules have to be worded dtffcrcntly, 
is hardly convincing as protection will 
not be mandatory in every case of power 

iripping-the revised wording will merely 
emphasise· that ascertaining the situation 
of 1 he train in rear is to be given over
rid;ng priority and protection is to be 
done only when the situation So war
rants it. Such cases will be few and far 
between. 

1.3. The duration or the power failure was 
23 mmutes. The relevant instructions 
speak of trouble shooting for 10 minutes 
when there is a failure of locomotive. In 
this case, according to the Driver, his 
Assistant Driver had hardly gone 2-3 
wagons in rear when 6 Up pas,ed by. This 
clearly shows that the Driver reacted after 
trouble shooting on his locomotive for 
about 20 minutes, a much longer time 
than he should have under the extent 
rules. 

7 .12. Role or other Railway Staff in averting 
the collision. 

Besides the Driving Crew or IBTD Goods, 
the Traction · Power Controller was another 
Railwayman in the know of the power failure 
that occurred when IBTD . Down Goods derailed 
and damaged the OHE. He located the fault 
in 7 minutes and took the usual action to apprise 
OHE breakdown staff and his superiors of what 
had happened" but it never occurred to him that 
this breakdown could have been caused by the 
derailment of a Goods "train, some. wagons of 
which could foul the other line. The run
through of 6 Up at 0 I ·02 hrs. at Ito Ia was 
well within 20 minutes, after a1lowing the normal 
running time of 10 1/2 minutes of the departure 
of IBTD Down Goods ·train from Miyagam 
Karjan and therefore, ASM Itola was not" re
quired fo· issue a Caution Order in terms of 
G.R. 166(2).- Neither did the Traction/Operai
ing Rules require the TPC/ATNL ·to ascertain 
the cause of OHE failure on the line before 
allowing another train to run-through on the 
other. line or stop and give a Caution Order 
to the Driver of the other train. I, therefore 
do not hold any other Railway Staff (Traction 
Power Con: roller, Area Coutrol!er ASM or Cabin 
man) responsible for not averting the accident. 
The Railway can profit by this experience and take 
preventive steps· in the future. 

7.13. End-to-end running of Through GQod• 
trains. 

7.13.1. IBT-D Down Goods trainwasathrough 
Goods load, iniensivcly examined at Bandra 
Marshalling Yard on the Western Railway, and 
was bound for Tughlakhabad on he Northern 
Railway-a total distance of 1356 Kms. The 
intensive examination done was to rejection 
standards with intensive repairs of rejectable 
items lind 36 man hours of attention by a standard 
gang ai the o· iginating station and a system of 
intermediate !'afe-to-run examinations at cer· 
tain nominated .... stl\tions en-route at distances 



varving from 700 to 900 Kms. This was based 
on ·norms earlier accepted by the Railway Board. 

7.13.2. In June 1979, a Committee of Directors 
of the Railway Board went into the question 
of rationalisation of Carriage & Wagons 
examination of Goods train and based on their 
recommendations, the following· relaxations 
were permitted by the Railway Board [Re
ference Board's letter No. 78-M(W)/814/8· 
VoL II dated 1-10-80]. 

(i} The runs of Goods trains should be so 
regulated that even with a 20% brake 
fade on 85% originating effective vacuum, 
the trains could generally cover runs 
upto 800 Kms. with a speed regulation 
of 60 km/h. 

(ii} For empty pure BOX racks, the existing 
limits of 800 Kms. for intensive 
train examination could be extended upto 
1000 Kms., for train runs confined on 
the same Zonal Railway, by ensuring 
proper intensive examination/repairs. 
For inter-railway empty BOX trains 
having a run of over 1000 Kms., decision 
could be taken for eliminating the en
route train examination on merits in 
consultation with the concerned Zonal 
Railway. 

7.13.3. The Chief Mechanical Engineer, Wes
tern Railway has advised that the above relaxa
tions were based on Railway Board's yard
stick of Rejection Standard Examination, 
which allows for intensive repairs of rejectable 
defects and making good the deficiency of 
penalty and debitable items in 50 man hours of 
attention by a standard gang comprising of 
2 TXRs, 8 Fitters, 4 wheel Fitters, 4 Vacuum 
Fitters, 4 Skilled Khalasis and 5 Fitter Khalasis 
(25 men taking 2 hours time} for a Goods train 
of 60-70 wagons (in terms of 4 wheeler units}. 

7.13.4. Notwithstanding the above norms laid 
down by the Railway Board, · the General 
Manager, Western Railway revised the Rail
way's yardstick in 1979 itself on the basis of 
the following directions given by Director 
General (Operations), Railway Board in January 
1979: 

"There should be end-to-end running of Goods 
trains without intermediate carriage examina .. 
tion irrespective of distance involved." 

and he (G.M.) permitted 

(i) end-to-end running of through Goods 
trains (loaded and empties} from destina
tion to destination even outside the 
Western Railway's sy.tem, covering 
distances upto 1356 Kms. e.g. IBTD. 
Goods trains from Bandra Marshalling · 
Yard to Tuglakabad; and. 

(ii) inten- ive examin~tio_n at 01iginating 
stauons to be to Rjechon Standard with 
intcmive repairs of rejectable defects 
only without making good the deli-
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ciency of penalty -and debitable items or 
ensuring the minimum input of 50 man 
hours (At BAMY, on 27-10-80, the 
Schedule in vogue was 36 man hours 
and the deficiency of penalty and debit
able items was not made good}. 

7. 13.5. End-to-end running introduced on the 
Western Railway has recently been extended 
on the BG and MG of all Indian Railways 
by the Chairman Railway Board. vide his 
XXR Message No. 80-TTI/9/3 (CRB-111 dated 
20-11-80) extracted below : 

STATUS QUO IN END-TO-END RUN· 
NING AS ORDERED IN JANUARY 79 
WILL BE MAINTAINED AND NO CHANGE 
EXPECTED IN THE PATTERN UNTIL 
FURTHER ORDERS FROM THE BOARD 
(.) GMs. NE, NF, SC & S RAILWAYS 
WILL COME UP WITH PROPOSALS FOR 
EXTENDED RUNS ON THE MG AS HAVE 
BEEN PREVALENT ON THE WESTERN 
RAILWAYS(.) 

·GUJRAL 
CRB 

7.13.6. The issues for examination arJstng out 
of the prevailing practice on the Western Rail
way, which came to light in this Inquiry, are-

(i) End-to-end running is a vague term; 
should the current Schedule of intensive 
C&W examination spell out by the Board 
equally apply to loaded wagons and 
empties of different types and bearings 
running varying distances over several 
Railway systems e.g. from Bajva to 
Tugal;Jkabad (964 Kms.} or Carnac Bunder 
to New Delhi (1388 Kms.) or Madras 
to Delhi (2192 Kms.) or Punjab to K.erala 
(over 3500 Kms.)? 

(ii) Whether 36 to 40 man hours intensive 
examination without making good the 
deficiency of penalty and debitable 
items can safely permit of Goods trains 
(loaded or empties) running end-to-end 
from Western Railway to other Railways 
without any intermediate examination 
en~route? 

(iii) A wagon, like any other mobile machine 
requires periodical examination en-route in~ 

· spite of intensive repairs for its safe running 
and certain norms have been laid down by 
the Mechanical Engineers based on past 
experience · of local conditions on the 
Indian Railways. Would it be appro
priate to drastically amend these will 
established practices, based on the operat
ing experience of the Western Railway, 
when the directives issued are not alto
gether in conformity with the Railway 
Board's extent policy of intensive exa
minations at orginating statioits and 
safe-to-run examinations en-route 1 What 



is the experience of the Western Railway 
in terms of what is laid down and what is 
actually happening on the line? What 
will be the long term effects of extending 
this policy to all Railways, vis-a-vis 
brake. fade and speeds of Goods trains, 
.on the safety of Railway operations? 

7.13.7. The standards of rejec:ion, laid down 
in the Conference Rules Part III and specifica
tions of materials used in certain Goods Rolling 
Stock were prescribed when running of Goods 
trains were from Yard to Yard, entailing one 
engine · run only. These standards are out
moded in the context of end-to-end running 
of Goods trains, were the runs have been ex
tended five to ten fold. · 

7.13.8. While recommending a consistant and 
steady policy, I would urge that, in view of the 
long term ill ·effects on the Goods Rolling 
Stock and its repercussions on the safety of 
Railway operations, the end-to-end running 
of Goods trains recently introduced on all 
Railways should be held in abeyance till action 
is taken to (i) enforce the Railway Board's 
standards of intensive examination at the origina
ting stations, (ii) improve the specifications 
of materials used in Goods Rolling Stock, and 
(iii) ensure the integrity of the fittings in the 
wagons over the extended runs. Till then, 
the norms of distance runs within the Railway 
and inter-Railway for different types of Rolling 
Stock, laid down in Railway Board's letter No. 
78-M(W)/814/8-Vol. II, dated 1-10-80, should 
be strictly enforced on all Railways. At all 
originating points of Carriage an~ Wagon Exa
mination of through Goods trams, where 50 
man hours of intensive examination and making 
good the deficiency of penalty and debitable 
items are not yet implemented, as at BAMY 
on the Western Railway, the Chief Mechanical 
Engineer should obtain the specified number 
of man hours with the existing staff by suitably 
increasing the time allowed for such examination 
and ensure the making good of all penalty 
and debitable items during such intensive exa
mination. 

7 .14. The State of the Track, 

7.14.1. · The Miyagam Karjan to. Itola secti~n 
where the accident took place •s on the roam 
trunk route of the WesterQ Railway from 
Bombay Central to Delhi, which is also the 
Rajdhani route. 
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7
.14.2. The track conditions noted on the 

Down line were not satisfactory and though 
they did not contribute to the cause of the derail
ment; the existence of certain defects and the 
routine attention paid to them by the track 
maintenance staff are high lighted be~ow •. as 
high standards arc required to be mamtamed 
on 11 Rajdhani route. 

(i) Within a distance of 125 metres i.e. 73 m 
in rear and 48 m in front of the point of mount, 
I noted 2 locations with a welded joint on one 
rail and a fishplated joint on the opposite rail. 
The cross level variations observed between 
station Nos. 70 to 85 and particularly on either 
side of station No. 73 [See Para 7.7.3(iii) above] 
gave a clear mdtcauon that the fishplated joint 
on one rail was the cause of the cross level varia
tions, which in this case gave a twist to the track 
of 3 ·71 rom/metre, albeit at one isolated loca
tion. The Division's record showed that the 
fishplated joints on one rail in the 2 cases cited 
above had been allowed to remain in the track 
for over 3 years. This was not correct. 

(ii) The Down track at the kilometrage of 
derailment (Km. 379) had been attended to by 
the DTM gang on 5-10-80. Yet its running was 
bad and this kilometrage (Km. 379) was one 
of the worst in the Up & Down length of 
track under this DTM gang. as recorded by 
the Amsler Car on us run over the Down line 
on 7-10-80 and Up line on 14-10-80 and earlier 
runs. In spite of this, no further attention 
was paid to this kilometrage before 27-10-80. 
Obviously the Supervisory Officials, PWI/APWI 
never took proper action on the Amsler c.; 
results or ensured proper DTM of this location. 

(iii) The PWI Bharuch Shri S. V. Vilekar's 
inspections of track were perfunctory. He had 
no record of mileages needing attention and no 
notes were kept or tasks recorded in the gang 
task book on his trolley inspections of 24-10-80 
and 18-10-80. He had also no record of bad 
mileages noted by him after his engine inspection 
of the Up line by 12 up on 5-10-80. 

7.14.3. It is not surprising therefore that track 
conditions were not upto the expected Rajdhani 
standards in the kilometer where the IBTD 
Down Goods train derailed. A concerted drive 
should be instituted to improve the state of the 
track here and elsewhere on this Rajdhani route 
by proper Directed Track Maintenance. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

8.1. Cause. 

8.1.1. On full consideration . of the factual 
material and circumstantial evidence. I have 
come to the conclusion that the Collision of 
6 Up Saurashtra Mail between Electrical Mast 
Nos. 369/9-5 botween Itola and Miyagam 
Karjan stations on the . Vadodara-Surat double 
line Broad Gauge clectnfied section of Vadodara 
Division of the Western Railway at 01.08 
hours on 27-10-80 was due to the train running 
into the derailed wagons of IBTD Down Goods 
train which were fouling the Up line. This 
obstruction of derailed wagons of the IBDT 
Down Goods train, in turn, was caused by the 
derailment of Wagon No. 17196 ER/C, 22nd 
on the train, at 00.45 hrs. while on its run bet
ween Electrical Mast Nos. 369/2-4, resulting 
in the parting of the train between the 21st 



and 22nd wagons~ and the consequent bunching 
and deratlment of-other wagons Jn rear, some 
of which fouled the Up line. 

8.1 ~ The collision would most probablv have 
been averted. had the Up line been protected 
in the adequate time of 23 minutes that was 
available after the derailment of IBTD Goods 
train and before the arrival of 6 Up. 

8.1.3. The derailment of the covered Wagon 
No. 17196 ER of the IBTD Goods train was 
due to the excessive lateral clearance between 
the a,Jc guard and axle box g.-coves on 3 out 
of the 4 axle boxes of this wagon, the uncon
trolled lateral play of the rear bearing bra'5es 
and the weak laminated sp:·ings on the trailing 
wheels. · 

8.2. Respoosibilicy. 

8.2.1. ·For the collision of 6 Up. 
Shri Bhikhnbhai Ukliabhai, ·c· Grade Driver 

of IBTD Down Goods, is responsible for net 
ascertaining that the rest of his train was cor
rectly attached to his locomotive and safely 
_following it .in the rear and for nOt protec!.ing 
the Up line in front in the 23 minutes time that 
was available to him after the stoppage of his 
train. He violated the provisions of GR 166(h) 
Paras 1264 and 1714 of the Manual of AC 
Traction Maintenance and Operation, Para 2 
of Chapter I of the Trouble Shooting Directory 
of Western Railway and Para 16 ·20 of Western 
Railway's AC Traction Manual.· 

8.2.2. For the derailment of covered loaded 
wagon No. 17196 ER on IBTD Down Goods. 

8.2.2.1. Shri Baliram Kashiram, C&W Fitter 
Central ~Railway Bhusaval, who carried out the 
last repacking of Wagon No. 17196 ER at 
Bhusaval on 23-8-80 is re>pon;ible for allowing 
this wagon to leave the Depot with the following 
defects : 

(I) Excessive lateral c'carancc between the axle 
guard and the axle box groove in the 
leading right axle box. 

(2) A non-standard half liner in the groove 
of the trailing right axle box. 

He violated the provisions of Para 2.1 0.3 
of the Conference Rules Part III and Para 7. 5 
of the Prevention of Hot Boxes Guide. 

8.2.2 2. Shri Sudhakar · K. Ayrc HTXR 
Sandra Mar•halling Yard, who carried out 
intcnsivi! examinat.ion and repairs of Wagon 
No. 17196 ER on its arrival at Bandra Mar
shalling Yard on ~ 25/26:-10-80, is r~sponsiblc 
for not properly ~ examomng~ and rcpaorong the 
wagon inasmuch as he ccrtoticd ot fit to run on 
a through goods train when it had dofcct' of-

(i) Excessive lateral clcarane<;. 'between the 
axle guard and the axle box grooves in 
3 of the 4 axle boxes and particularly 
in the leading right axle box. 

(ii) Excessive variation of more· thin 13 mm 
in the camber under load of the laminated 
springs over the.right leading and trailing 
wheels. · ~ · 

(iii) Excessive side displacement of the SGCI 
bearings upto 60 mm on the right side 
and 36 mm on the left side inside the axle 
boxes of the trailing wheels. 

He violated the provisions of Para 4.5.1 of 
the Conference Rules Part III for item (i), Note 
under Para 3.9.1 of the Conference Rules Part 
III for item (ii), and fai!cd to check the axle 
boxes and detect the displaced SGCI bearings 
with the Vaidyanathan gauge as required vide 
Item £(6) of the Western Railway's Standard 
check ltst of Items to be checked at the time 
of intensive examination. 

8.2.2.3. The Fitters of the intensive !>Xamination 
gang, who were nominated for checking the 
axle boxes with the Vaidyanathan gauge, must 
shar~ r~sponstbohty for not detecting the defect 
1n the wagon as enumerated in Item (iii) of 
Para 8.2.2 .2. above. 

8.2.2.4. Shri S. ~Suryakant TXR, Bandra 
Marshalling Yard, who carried ·out the final 
examination ofWagon No. 17196 ER before 
its departure from Bandra Marshalling Yard 
on 26:-1()-80, must share responsibility for not 
having marked the wagon sick in spite of Jhe 
defects~ in the wagon as enumerated in Item (i) 
and (u) of Para 8.2.2.2. above. He is also 
responsible for permitting a non-standard spring 
washer to be used as a packing piece between the 
buckle and top plate of the left trailing spring 
of this wagon. 

8.2.2.5. The Neutral Train Examiners, · who 
certified Wagon No. 17196 ER tit after repacking 
at Bhusaval on· 23-8-80 and after intensive exa
mination and repair at Bandra Marshalling 
Yards on 25/26:-1 ()-80, cannot also escape 
their responsibility for not having detected 
the defects/deficiencies in this wagon at Bhusaval 
and Bandra Marshalling Yard as enumerated in 
Para 8.2.2.1 and 8.2.2.2. respectively. 

Note :-All the Rules are extracted in An
nexure-VI. 

8.3, S.rvice Record o_f st?ff J:eld responsible. 

8.3.1. Driver Shri Bhikhubhai Ukhabhai, 
aged 43 years, joined railway service in March 
1957. He was promoted as a Driver in February 
1979 and on receiving electric engine training, 
he was appointed as an Electric Engine Driver 
in August 1980. His accident index was nil 
on 27-1().80. 

· 8.3.2. C&W Fitter Shri Baliram Kashirarn, 
46 years old, joined railway service in Novem
ber, 1952 as a ~arriage & Wagon Khalasi and 
was promoted as Fitter in October 1979 after 
working as a Basic Fitter from August 1962, 



He was punished on six occasion!', once for 
his failure to attend the alarm chain of a Pas
senger train, the second time for careless work
ing, the third time for not attending a coach 
for repairs thereby delaying the departure of 
the train, the fourth time for his refusal to 
carry hose pipes, the fifth time for his failure 
to attend a coach and the ·sixth time for his 
failure to attend the· rakes of two Passenger 
trains. 

8.3.3. HTXR Shri Sudhakar K. Ayre, aged 
36 years, joined railway service in March 
1976 as an Apprentice. He was punished six 
times, once for careless supervision and negligent 
working, the second time for detaching a wagon 
on-route for hot axle, the third time for staff 
working under him without tools. the fourth 
time for train parting due to defective coupling, 
the fifth time for shifting of load in wagon due 
to loose lashing and the sixth time for leaving 
his duty post without proper hand( i ng cover 
charge. 

8.3.4. TXR Shri S. Suryakant, aged 34 years. 
joined railway service as an Apprentice and wali 
promoted as TXR in July 1965. He had 
had no punishments during his service till 
27-10-80. 

8.4. Relief Measures 

I am satisfied that the medical aid and relief 
measures were prompt and adequate. · 

IX. REMARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

9. I had submitted 3 immediate recommenda
tions along withmy Preliminary Report on 
14-11-80. These are reiterated below (Paras 
0. I to 9 ·3). 

9.1. With the heavy incidence of traffic on 
electrified and double line sections, quicker 
ways and means must be adopted for the Driver 
and Guard of trains in one direction to com
municate warnings to adjoining stations and 
Drivers of trains in the opposite direction in 
addition to the time consuming and age-old 
practice of placing detonators and displaying 
danger signals at adequate distances as per 
extant rules. Tlte feasibility of providing mobile 
radio communication equipment and/or fitting 
of yellow flashing lights on all electric and diesel 
engines in certain heavily worked double line 
sections merits serious examination., In addi
tion, the supply of fusees should be extended 
to the Guards and Drivers of all trains as recom
mended by the Commission vide Iotter No. 
Rs. 28-T(3)/76 dated 29-9-76 and not confined 
only to Suburban, Ghat, Automatic and Abso
lute Permissible sections as deciced vide the Boards 
letter No. 75/Safcty (A&R)/29/22 dated 
21-10-76 which needs review. Training in 
the use 'or fusees and its use at night whenever 
available should now be emphasised to all 
Drivers and Guards possessing fusees. It is 
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unfortunate that the Guard of IBID Down· 
Gocds train possessed a fusee but did no~ even· 
think of using it to warn the approaching Driver 
of 6 Up Saurashtra Mail to save precious 
minutes when he realised that the train was 
fast approaching and there was no time for him 
to adequately protect with detonators the onrush-
ing train. 

9.2. The Rules for the working of Electric 
trains on electrified sections and the Traction 
Manual of the Western Railway should con-· 
tain a provision that when the power supply 
fails and the train. stops between stations, the 
first duty of the Driver on double line section. 
is to protect the adjacent line or Jines on .Which 
normally trains run in the opposite direction or 
the affected train, unless it is quite apparent 
and clear to him that such adjacent line or lines 
are not obstructed. The in-;tructiOns in the 
Rules for working of Electric trains on· elec
trified sections and Traction Manuals of aiL 
Railways, too, should emphasise the over
riding necessity, on failure of power· supply,· 
of a Driver excercising this check and protecting 
the adjacent line or lines, if so warranted, before 
carrying out any other trouble shooting or 
other checks in his locomotive; 

9.3. The Traction Power Controller on all 
Railways should be issued standing instructions. 
that in the event of any serious OHE break· 
down on an electrified section of a double 
line, the cause of which is not known to him. 
he must, after isolating the section, advise the 
concerned traffic controller to immediately. 
impose a speed restriction of 20 km/h by day 
and I 0 km/h by night with cautious driving by 
the Driver of the first train on the adjacent 
line, if a train had earlier entered the .isolated· 
faulty section before the OHE breakdown 
and has not reached the station in advance.· 
If a train has already entered the adjacent liner 
of the affected section, the Traction Power 
Controller, after isolating the faulty stcliori, 
shall "Switch· ON & Switch OFF" the supply 
in a predetermined manner to serve as a warning 
to the Driver of the train on the .adjacent line 
to keep a sharp look out for any obstruction· 
and for cau~tious driving to the next station;-··-: 

9.4. In viow of Ute long term ill effects on the 
Goods Rolling Stock and its repercussions on· 
Ute safety of Railway ope~ations, the cnd:!o 
end running of Goods trruns wtthout an exa ... 
mination en·route, recently introduced on all 
railways, should be held i:" ab~yance i_n the light 
of what is actually happcnong on practtce on the 
Western Railway till action is taken-(i) to 
enforce the Railway Board's standards. of ;in-. 
tensive examination at the originating station, 
(ii) to improve the . specifications .~f materials 
used in Goods Rolhng Stock, and (m) to ensure 
the intcgdty of the fillings in.the wagons ov~~ 
the extended runs. Till then, the norms .of 
distance runs within the Railway lind. inter-



Raii~y for· different types of Rolling Stock, 
as !BJd down on Ratlw.1y Board's letter No. 78-

. M(W)/814j8-Vol. II, dated 1-10-80, should bo 
stri~tly enforced on all Railways (Para 7 ·13). 

9.5: :With 85% originating effective vacuum 
stipulated for through Goods trains and 2o•,c 
brake fade experienced for runs covering upi~ 
80!!._ Kms. the maximum speed should bo roduced 
from 7'? km/h to 60 kmjh after about 400 Km 
fot"l'Uns covering upto 800 Kms. For runs in 
excc;ss of 800 Kms., the maximum speed should 
be further reduced pro-rata to the average brake 
fade taking place in the particular section. 
9.1!. Speed recorders should be provided on 
all ...,!ectric and diesel locomotives working 
through Goods trains which are running end
to-end. 

9.1. The AC-DC & AC electric locomotives 
working goods trains on electrified sections of 
the . Vadodara Division are not provided with 
emergency_ telephones in contravention of Para 
r715 of Railway Board's Manual of ACTM&O. 
The lapse should be taken up and immediate 
action. taken to provide these telephones. 

9.8. Every Train Examiner and Mechanical 
representative, who appeared before me at the 
Inquiry, maintained that intensive examination 
carried out by them at Bandra Marshalling 
Yard for IBTD Goods train would be followed 
6y- a safe-to-ron examination en-route at Kota 
i.t. after about 900 Kms. Yet no such exa
mination was carried out at Kota as checked 
by me on 100 IBTD Goods trains, which ran 
from Bandra Marshalling Yard to Tuglakabad 
before -this accident. The same situaLion existed 
in ·respect of I 00 Oil Tank Specials running 
from Bajva to Shakurbasti without a safe-to
run examination at Gangapur City. Evidently 
the Mechanical Officials were still following the 
dislalice norms laid down in Board's Circular 
Letter No. 78-M(W)/814/8-Vol. JI, dated 
1-10-80, as applicable to their intensive exa
minations, as per the extant practice on the 
Western Railway, notwithstanding the blanket 
order for end-to-end running issued by the 
General Manager to the Operating Branch. 
As. a result, the fixing of responsibility on train 
examining staff for through goods train acci
dent• . occurring beyond Kota and Gangapur 
City was open to dispute, the mechanical re
presentativeS contending that the train should 
~ve been offered for inspection by the Operat
IDt" Branch at Kota and Gangapur City. This 
IDISUnderstanding should be cleared by issue of 
e~Uve orders specifically clarifying the ex

. tail! of respon.;ibility of TXRs after intensive 
examination and the responsibility of the 
Operattng Branch when trains are not offered 
for examination en-route. 

9.9. The same vacuum brake certificate issued 
for tltc AC/DC Locomotive at Bandra Marshall
ing Yard .was handed over to the Driver of the 
AC locomotive when the locomotive was re
placcd at Valsad. The re>ult was that the Driver 
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& Guard of IBTD Down Goods train ex 
Valsad did not know the vacuum level on the 
train. Likewise, when 3-4 coaches were attached 
to 6 Up at Ahmadabad and the looomotive was 
changed from steam to electric, a fresh vacuum 
brake certificate was given by the TXR to the 
Driver without indicatin<: tho level of vacuum 
in the rear brake van. It is absolutely necessary 
that the D;~ver & Guard should know the vacuum 
level on a train whenever the locomotive is 
changed or additional coaches are attached to 
the train. This may be strictly ensured by the 
Weste!Cn Railway in future. 

9.10. All Goods trains which havo been inten
sive!~ examined at the originating stations should 
be gtven a nomenclature, which should be pre
fixed with the letter '!', as in the case of IBTD 
Goods train. Cases have come to notice where 
several through Goods trains are running on 
the .Western Ratlway, which are intensively 
exammc~ but their nomenclature is not pre
fixed wnh the letter '1', with the result that 
it is not possible for the staff on line to know 
whether this train was intensively examined or 
not at the originating station. It is therefore 
recommendod that the letter 'I' should be 
prefixed on the nomenclature of all intensively 
exam10ed Goods tra10s on the Western Railway 
and other Indian Railways. 

9.11. The Westorn Railwa~ has not re-printed 
tl!-eir Abstract of Goods Working Time Table 
~~~ce 1-6-79. whereas on all other Railways, 
ll.ts the pracuce to re,-pnnt the Goods Working 
Tt.me Table along wt.th the Passeng<r Working 
Ttme Table every stx months. It is further 
obsorved that the Western Railway Abstract 
of Goods Working Time Table shows only 
the intersectional running time for Goods 
trains for ~arying spetds and <ach Divi
sion has circulat<d the running time b~tween 
stations for Goods trains without specifying 
the spe"d at which the trains are to be 
run. In view of the mandatory provisions of 
the Note under Para 4413 of the Western 
Railways Operating Manual that speeds of 
Goods trains should be restric:<d to 65 kru/h 
whenever the minimum average vacuum is less 
than 45 ems., as rl!iterated in the printed vacuum 
brake c•rtificate in use on the Western Railway 
and tne fact that this love! is not obtaintd in 
the majority of Goods trains in actual r-rac
tise, it is recomm'-rded that the intt.r·station & 
int:r-s:ctional running time:s for Goods trains 
should he indicoted "paratdy fot maximum 
speeds of 72 and 65 kmth and printtd in the 
Working Tim• Table. During the Inquiry it 
came to light that though the IBTD Goods 
train had an average vacuum of 40 ems. only 
at the originating station, the train ran at the 
maximum sr>Ccd of 72 kmjh. Everyone, from 
the Controller to the Station and running S1aff, 
wa~ worki ... g to one intcr-stataion runnir1g time· 
for Goods trains circulated by the Divisions 
bastd on the maximum sp,cd of 72 km(b. This 



is an unsafe practice and needs looking into 
immediately in the manner s"ggestcu abo\ e. 

9.12. A drive should be instituttd on the 
Western Railway to improve the. standard of 
track maintenance on the Rajdhant route 
particularly in M iyagam Karjan-Itola scctio~ 
of the Vadodara Divisio1•. The APWI Shn 
D.P. Kumarc und PWI Shri S. V. Vilebr shvuld 
bo taken up for their lap;<S noted in the Report 
(Para 7 ·14). 

9.13. The provision of side lamps in .wo~king 
order on the brake-vans of Goods trams IS an 
exception rather than the ruk. The lighting 
of these lamps at night is gen<rally neV<rdone. 
Apart from the IBID Down Goods, where 
the side lamps were not in working ordtr and 
were not lit after nightfall on the night of 
27-10-80 I came across several Goods trains 
running' without sido lamps at night during the 
course. of my Inquiry. As side lamps when lit 
at night give an indicatio!l to the D~iv<r of the 
situation of the wagons m reu, Jt IS necessary 
that a drive be institut< d to ' nsure that the 
side lamps are in propor workirg order at all 
examinations at odginating ~lations and severe 
action taken against Guards for not lightiog 
them at night. The TXRs of Bandra Mar
shalling Yard and Guards of IBT~ Down 
Goods trains should be taken for their fa1lure 
to repair/light the ,ide lights of the IBTD Goods 
train after dusk and before the ace1dent. 
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9.14. No Vigilance Control Device was fitted 
in the Electric Locomotive of 6 Up although 
this was a long distance trai~. The provisio.n 
of a Vigilance Control D<VIce on the Electric 
Locomotive of •II long distance Mail and ExprcssJ 
trains is therefore recommended. 

9.15. The headlight ofthc l:.lcctric Locomotive 
gets shut off when thoro is no OHE. 6upply. 
It should b< po"it le to work the lt<adhght from 
the battery for •hort periods of at out 20 
minutes whe.e>e r the OHE supply . gets cut 
off/fails. This will also enable the driver to 
llash his headlight as a warn!ng to the. dri~er of 
another train in the oppo.;Ite duecuon m the 
event of the lla•hetlight failing in an emergency. 
It is then fore recommend< d that the . electric 
circuitry of the headlight of ekctri<>· !~<~mo
tives should be suitably modified to make this 
possible. 

9.16. In Para 9 •12 of my Report on the derail· 
ment of 6 Up BG Saurashtra Mail at Sabarma ti 
and its consequential sicc-eollision with 24 
Down MG Somnath Mail in Baroda Division of 
Western Railway on 22-11-1979, I had- pointed 
out that 5 coaches of 6. Up were found o:with 
Return Dates beyond 12 months of .the last 
POH, contrary to the standing instructions 
contaimd in Board's I.,tter No. 72/M(W)/ 
814/60 dated 29-4-1972. It was a matter of 
surprise therefore to find 6 coaches with·return 
dates btyond 12 months of the last POH on 
Jhe same train i.e. 6 Up Saurashtra Maii~'The 
Vadodara Divi>ion has apparently not Taken 
note of the Board's instructions and nrglected 
tnis safety aspect. This matt<r needs an.urgent 
review nnd imnudiate cornplianC'f: by Western 
Railway of the Board's standing instructions. 

BOMBAY. 

Yours faithfully, 
(A. A. REGO) 

Conm.issioner of RiJilway Safety 
Western Railway 

DATED. : 3rd April 1981. 



Anue.Yurc I 
Joiat m~ents of Axle guard hom checks and Ax1~ Box groo\·e 

on the Down line on 27-10-19~0 
of Wagon No. 17196 ER/C derailed 

Width of Hom chC'C'ks 
Position of wheels in mm 

Left Right 
Leading Trailing 

. l.Cading Left Top -14 
-r. ~1'. 44 

C!ntre 43m :; .. 43 

B!)ttom 45 44 

Leading Right Top 44 43 

......... - Centre 44 43 

Bottom 43 42 

Trailing Left Top 43 44 

Centre 44 44 

B()ttom ~6 41 

, ~i~ng Right Top 45 49 

C:ntre 45 48 

Bottom 45 45 

Remuit'i :-Liner fitted in Trailing Right leading side half channel in front side. 
Sd/

(S.V. Vilekar) 
P.W.I./Bharuch 

5-2-81 

Width of kde Box 
Groove in mm 

Left 
Leading 

Right 
Trailing 

57 

53 

55 

62 

59 

61 

57 

55 

57 

51 

51 

52 

59 

54 

55 

69 

68 

60 

57 

55 

56 

57 

54 

57 

Sd/-
(S. L. Vaishampayan) 

W.F.O./Vadodara 
5-2-81 Yard 

Annexurell 
Details of tpriDg deOectioo under load of Wagon No. 17196 ERIC derailed on 27-10-80 on Down line between 

MYG-ITA. Testing was done at DHD Work-shop 

Sl. 'Jbc:oreticalspring deflection . Actual spring dc~cction under load Remarks 
No. under load in mm mmm 

L/L R/L L{f Rrr 

]. FrCe camber 76 mm 71 73 63 65 On leading left spring non-
(No load). standard packing washer was 

:z; Allton 69 ·8 mm 68 69 60 61 fitted and then load test taken 

3.- ... Drawing No. IRS WA-8. 
Ai 2 ton 63·5 mm 61 65 55 54 

4 •. Ai 3 ton S7·1 mm 55 57 48 46 

s. Al 4 too SO·B mm 49 53 43 40 

6 •. Ai 5 ton 44,4 mm 45 46 37 33 

7. ·AI 6 ton 36.S mm 36 40 30 27 

8. -·Ai 7 ton 30·2 mm 31 35 24 18 

9. ·: Ai 8 toll 23 ·8 mm 25 30 19 12 
]0 •. Ai 9 toll 17·4 mm 19 25 12 7 

II. · Ai 10 ton 11,1 mm 14 19 7 NIL 

Sd/· Sd/-
AME/BRC AEN(I)/BH 
20-11·80 :ZO.ll•80 
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-· Annexurrllf 
Jolat Obs<naUons or certain Items noted Ia Wagon No. 17196 4 60990 

Sl. 
No. 

lkscription of item 

1. Wheel pua:e in nun. 

2.. Wheel din in mm. 

3. Flange thickness in mm. 

Wagon No. 17196 ER/C 

Mcasur<'ment in 
mm 

L T 

R.cmarks 

A 1602 1601 Within limits. 
B 1601 1600 
c 1601 1602 
D not measured. 

LL 1046 Within limits. 
R.I. 1046 
LT 1036 
RT 1036 

LL 23 Within limits. 
RL 24 
LT 24 
RT 2S 

Wagon No. 60990 WRJC 

Measurement in 
mm 

L T 

Remarks 

T602 1600 Within limitS." 
1601 1601 
1601 1600 

not measured. 

1022 Within limits. 
1022 
1017 
1017 

22 Within Fmits. 
26 
2S 
23 

4. SGCI bearing brass thick- LL 41} g.,., av~ihble Brass not} See 
re-marks 

@below 
ness in mm. RL 

LT 
RT 

rcmark'i 
36 ·S •below 

36 
37 

37 
40 
37 

5. Clearanc' betw.:en brass Wr~gons lying upside down and hence 
and jownal collar in nun. 

rcadir.gs could not be takcti. 

~. Clearance between Axle All Axle guards b-nt and hence readings could not be taken. 
aroovc and Axle guard. 

CRS Note :-since taken vide Annexure J. -

7. Pree camber of spring 
inmm. 

8. Clearance between shackle 
plate and shackle pin in 
mm. 

9. Thickness or slipper plate 
inmm. 

LL 

R.I. 
LT 
RT 

LL 
R.I. 
LT 
RT 

LL 
RL 
LT 
RT 

71 O.K. 

73 O.K. 
63 Weak 
6S Weak 
L R 
T 7 
iO 4 s I 
T s 

IS·S 
IS·S 
8.16 
11·S 

Noll standard spring 
fitted in LL washer. 

Under lined beyond 
pemissible linuts. 

LT There are ham .. 
mer marks on 
top and bottom 
at front edge. 

RT Flattened at 
top, clear im· 
()tession of bear· 
mg seat of 2 
mm depth, exist& 
at bottom. 

LL O.K. Two bam· 
mer marks of 
25 nun each or 
outer top. 

•Wason No. 17196 ERJC 

8S Top tate - opened 
out an gappiJ>s by 
6mm. 

82 O.K. 
83 O.K. 
79 O.K. 
L R 

T T Under lined beyond s 4 permissible limits. 
2 3 
2 2 

LT Slipper piate 
dr~ped at site 
eo d not- be 
traced out .... 

RL Not rcc:orded, 
but O.K. . 

LT · Do. 
RT Do. 

@Wason No. 60900 WRjC 

LL 'Metal expanded (12 mm) at shoulder LL Bearing brass worked out r,.O;. 
·and slightly at sides-Derective but tolera- behind the box. Brass tnkt:n 
ble. away during accident. 

LT Formation .. or groove towards periphery 
of bearing' shell at front for over a length 
oft 36 mm and depth 8 mm upto a length 
of 1s mm. White mCiiil O.K. around the 
periphery. At shoulder metal expanded 
Jn tbo form of thin sheet. Also metal 
expanded both sides white metal damn~~td 
at shoulden..a.. very~ bad ... Rejectable. 

LT Front end white metal slightiy 
spread, rear end white metal 

. shghtly spread. Front and left 
c:cmcr white metal c:omprestrd. 
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Sl. Dtscriptioo of itrm Wagon No. 17196 ERIC Wagon No. 60990 WRJC 
No. ---- -----

Measurement in mm R<'marks Mcasur rment Rrmarks 
in mm 

L R L R 
RL Metal expanded and broken at thL jour- RL D..:nt marks across the cd@'e SO mm 

nal cap round the snriphfry. Metal at -tong antt 3 nun du:p. Others 
should!!' also expanded-Defective but 2S mm long and x 1 mm deep. 
tolerable. One edge battcre,i. Ends white 

metal sp:cad slightly. 
RT Formation of groove round the periphery RT Edges of bearing dented and 

of bearing sh ... U at front for over a length daJr,agcd extending upto 25 mm 
of 60 nun and depth over 9 mn•. Metal towards corner. 
expanded at shoulder left corner and 
loose. 

Sd/- Sd/-
AEN(I)BRC AMEJBRC 

Annexure IV 
Track nadiog from point of mount in rear for derailed Do'ftll BTD at stations 1·0 m apart 

on 17-10.80 between MYG-ITA. 

Station Down line undcr Down line under Down line under Down line under· 
No. Cree condiLion loaded condition Station free con~tion loaded condition 

X-Level X·Lcvd Gauge 
No. 

Gauge X-Level Gauge X•Level Gauge 

o• SL ~7 Not Not 
recorded recorded 

I 6L +7 31 2L c c c 
2 6J.. +7 !6L +6 ,32 c +2 4L +2 
3 12L +6 IOL +7 33 4L +4 4L +4 
4 IOL +7 12L +6 34 4L +4 4L +4 
s IOL +7 !OL +6 3S 4L +3 4L ·+3-
6 8L +6 8L +S 36 4L +3 7L +3 
7 2L +6 6L +5 37 6L +4 7L ·+3 
8 6L +7 7L +7 38 SL +4 SL +3 
9 6L +11 6L +8 39 3L +3 lL +3. 

10 SJ; +16 6L +16 40 c +2 c +l. 
11 6L +11 6L +16 41 c c c c 
12 6L +16 6L +14 42 2L +I 2L +I 
13 SL +12 6L +11 43 2L +I 2L +3 
14 3i.. +10 3L +8 44 3L +2 4L +4 
IS 4L +8 SL +1 4S 4L +S 4L +4 
16 3L +7 3L +5 46 3L +6 4L +5 
17 lL +6 2L +5 47 4L +6 4L +6 
18 lL +4 2L +3 48 6L +6 6L +S 
19 c ~4 c +4 49 7L +5 7L +4 
20 c -'-4 c +2 so 6L +3 6L +3 
21 c '4 IL +4 51 5L +4 5L +3 
ll· ·lL· ~- 4L +6 52·. 4L +4 3L +3 
23@ 8L +2 6L +3 53 2L c 3L +3 
24 . 6L . .-'-l 4L +2 54 2L c 2L c 
25 4L +2 4L +2 55 c +I c -I 
26 5L .+3 4L +3 56 c +I c c 
Z1 2L +2 lL +2 51 c +3 6R +3 
28 IL +2 2L +2 58 c +4 4R +3 
l9 c +1. c +2 59 -. c +6 c +S 
30 IL +I c +2 60 c +7 c +S 
-Point of mount. 
®Free jolot, 
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Down line under Down line under Down lineundor Down lino under · -
free condition loaded condition froc condition loaded condition 

S•arion Station -------
No. X· Level G:tuge X·Levcl Gauge No. X-Levcl Go>.ugc X-Levcl a~ugo 

61 4L +6 4L -1 5 82 4L +1 6L +2 
62 SL +5 4L -t-4 83 3L +I 3L +2 
63 3L +4 4L +3 84 2L .c 4L +2 
64 2L +6 2L +6 85 2L -I c c 
6S 4L +4 2L +4 86@ c -I c +I 
66 2L +3 2L +3 87 c +2 2R -+I 
61 c. +4 c +3 88 c +2 c. 73 
68 2L +3 2L +3 89 c +3 c +3 
69 2L +4 2L +3 90 c +2 c -t2 
70 c +3 c +3 
11 c +3 2R +3 •Joint on right side. 
12 SR +2 6R +2 @Free joint with normal gap. 
13 9R +3 9R +2 Note :-Condition of bolts & fittings light. 
74• SR. +3 4R +3 Sd/· Sd/· Sd/· 
75 2L +3 2L +2 CWS/VADODARA PWJ.BG/BHARUCH 11/MIYAGAM 
76 3L +I 4L +3 Station 0 to 22 falls on S Rail panel afl'~ctcd-by derail-
17 4L c 4L c mcnt and track distorted in alignmrnt due to impact 
78 6L +I SL c and thrust on the rail._ 

79 6L c 6L c L=Left low. 

80 7L +I 6L c R=R;gltt low. 

81 7L -11 8L +I Sd/· 
PWL BG/BHARUCH 

Annexure V. 

Extract of the repOrt of the Chemist and Melallurglsl, Western. Railway, Almer 

(No. C&M/MRF/IIB/6835 MF 80/637 MF 80, dated AI thin series sulphide, ll~2 thin series. 

·12-80) Alumina type D2 thin series globular type oxide . 
I. BROKEN SCREW ROD 

1.1. Partlcularo : 
Wagon No. 11196 ER/C 
Broken Screw rod 
Lab. No. 635 MF 80 

1.2. VIsual Examination: 

The fracture was of sudden rupture type as indicated · 
from the cry:;talline nature. The screw rod was broken 
at a distano: of about 29 cmo; from the washer end. 

1.3. Chemical composition : 
Carbon 0·43% 

Silicon 0·20% 

M1nganese 0·68% 

Sulphur 0 ·039% 

Phosphorus 0·041% 

1.4; Hardness Saney: 190; 180, 185, JS!-18S 
Tcn>ilc strength (C•Iculated) 64 Kg./Sq. mm. 

1.5, Micro examination : 
(I) CleanJint'~s· (Non•metallic i~clusions). · 

as par ASTM No. 45-46 1'. 

BHN 

(ii) Micro structure. 
~lite ferrite. 

1.6. Comments : (i) Chrmical composition 
(li) Cl :mliness 

In normalised }(iii) Micro structure 
condition (iv) Hardness 

Satisfactory 
SltiSfactory 

Satisfactory 

Satisfactory 

1.1. Rtmark.J: -The failure of screw coupling rod 
iS due to stress rupture having taken place on' sudden 
tension in loading and being the pdmary cause offailuro. 

(2) The physical and chemical test results indicate 
that screw rod wo~s manufactured from class IV steel to 
IS~l81S as specified. Howtver, the micro examination 
rewalcd that the screw coupling rod was normalhed 
imtend of oil quenched and tempered as. per. require
ment of clause· 4 of IRS~R~9. The normalised steel 
has lowerteno;ile strength thanoilquenchcd and tempered 
steel. 

Sd/· 
(C.M.BHATNA9AR,). 
f;M'f 411, . 



--- ---------- ----Amre~eYI.-

- Extract of General Rules. 

166. "Iftln< stopped betMe!l Statloas."'-(1) When a train 
is stopped betw .. -en stations on account of accident. 
failure; obttruction or other exo.'ptional can~. and the 
D:ivu find-; that his train Cannot proo."Cd, he shall as 
p:cscribed- by sp.:cial iD"itructiOn'i, sound his whistle to 
apprise the Guard of the fact and exchange hand signals 
w:th him.- The Guard and the Driver will then take the 
following action immediately :-. . 

XXX XXX XXX 

(h) if the stopJ)ago: has occurred on a portion of the 
line adjacent to which are one or mo:-e p.uallel 
lines. whether of the same or different gauges. the 
p:imary duty of the Guard or a pe-rson d ... puted 
under clause (a) shall be to p:otcct the adjacrnt 
line or lines on which normally trains run in the 
direCtion of the affi!'Cted trai~ unless it is quite 
apparent and clear that ~uch adjacent line or 
lines are not obstructed. Similarly the p:ima.ry 
dmy of the D:-iv~ or the pmon dcputed under 
clauo;e (g) shall be to p~otect the adjao:-nt lint 
or lines on which nonn'llly train~ run in the direc
tion Op:;w;itc to that of the aff.:c;:cd train. The 
p-o~t'Ction of the adja~"Dt line or lines shall 
reo..~ve p·~ce over that of the occupirod 

· line. If the adjacent line or lines are found to 
00 free from olxtruction at a later stav. the 
detonators and dang.!J' signals may be removed 
except where it is desired to stop the first app:oa
ching train in order to obtain assistance. 

2.. Extrac:15 or Rules from Railway Boanl's Manna! or 
AC Trac:tioD Msint-•ce and Operatioa. 

1264. Protectioll or TnUn when OHE Supply fall<. 

J. When ov~head sup?lY fails sp...~ially on gradients, 
the D:iva- shall endeavour to p:-oceed on the momentum 
of the train and stop the locomotive dose to the neu 
erreTg;!BCY telephone socket. To help th~! Driver, 
arrow marks arc pl.inted on the facd of OHE ma~s 
iniictting th: direcjon in wilich the nearest em:rg·"DcY 
sock-=t lies. If powa sup?lt is not re'itored within 
S minutes after stOP?ing the train. he should make U<te 
of his portable tek.-phone to a<>anain from the TPC 

through th~ emergency telC'phone sockct the time when 
the supply is exp..'Cted to be restore-d. If it is likely to 
be more than IS minutes then the Driver ~hould apply 
air and hand brakes on the loco and pin down brakes on 
10 wagons immediately be-hind the loco in the case of 
goods trains and all available hand brakrs· in the ca~e of 
passenger trains. This is necessary to avoid rolling down 
of the train, specially on gradient~. due to gradual loss 
of vacuum, · 

If the D:-iver is unable to stop the train close to the 
emergt"ncy telephone socket, and is likely to tab· more 
than J s minutes to a~certain the timr of.restoration or 
the over head powl!r supply from TPC. ht- must first 
protect the train against rolling as indicated above and 
then contact the TPC. 

The same in structions have to be obserVed in case of 
etec•ric lfiCo failure when it becomes ncoc:ssary to make 
loco dead and call for assistance. 

2. In addition to the above, the precautions pres.; 
cribed in General and Sub<tidiary RuiH for protfCtion 
of trains when stopping out of course should be observed ... 

3. rr. after poW« is restored, the Driver e~rirnce 
tripping . again. be ~hall not ent-rgize the locomotives 
until he has personnally sati~fit-d hiJruelf that there is no 
abno:-matity on his locomotive. · 

1714. Expedidous Clearing or Track. 

In the ev~nt of a failure of locomotive or EMU, 
the p:imary obje-ctive !=hould be to clt-ar the lin,. a~ quickly 
as po;otible so that the rt'"percuso:ions on tl<'ffi.c will be 
minimiud. The Driver should follow the detailed ins· 
truction~ given in the respective troublr-:=hooting manuals. 
He should seek guidance from TLC wherever necessary. 

If the Driver is unable to move the locomotive or 
BMU on its own power. he should ask for a relief engine 
or assisting train as the case may be. 

3, Extracts or Rules from Chapter lor Trouble Shooting 
Directory or Western Railway. 

Nature of falhae 
with ab~ormaJ 

sign 

Sub Abnorm.U sign/operation 
to be carried <rJt Remedial action 

XXX 
2.· UA -does n•lt deviate and (i) If Arne starts 

DJ trips vffl<n BLRDJ is 
- ,.leased 

XXX 
(a) Ch•ck CCUA. 

If mrltc-d-R<-place with CCTFS/CC.QV6J. 
If it melts again wedge Q 44 and clear tho 
section. 

(ii) Jf Amo does not start (nO 
starting noise of Arno) 

(a) Cluck Panlo. 
(i) If panto .is not touching OHE, raise 

the other panto trouble shoot if neces
sary. 

1. 'A' UA deviates and DJ (i) If Arno starts 
tri&-'5 on releasing BLRDJ. 

4. E-ctracli ·or Rules rroi.: Westem RaU,..y'o Tnu:tlon 
MaaaaL 
16.20. M....,... to be ta1tco lu ease or rallurel.-(al 
Runnlnt Tra/n.--(i) ~" -10011 as the driv..,- a. aware of 
a pow.!! failure on the r~ he sMuld imtw..diatrly 
briq hit ma«er eontroller to "off" pooidon. The 
p>~J..,..-aph may be ldt in the raiS<d P"'ition and the 

) 

fii) If pattto touche! OHB, ·check for 
· abnormality tension-try rvery tbrt-c 

minutes ana contact TPC after 10 
minutes. 

(a) Q 30 relay is either dcre<"tivc or not sctlins 
energised wedge Q 44. 

driva ·may continUe ·his ruri for orte minute ptovided' 
the track ahrad i!l cJ,.ar and no previous warning has 
been giv ... -n. If the failure is causrd due to some defect 
in the locomotive he mwt stop il!lJD.Cdiatcly. 

(il) While c:Oaitlris under theSe cirCIIIIIStanCc. iha 
driver and his assistant -should maintain a sharp look 



out on the track catenary and instrument panel of his 
train. 

(iii) While co:1sting without current if the compressscd 
air pressure falls below 4 ·S atmoophcre or the engine 
is ddective and if the power supply is not restored within 
one minute of failure, the driver should stop the train 
imm.:diatcly. The driver should try to stop the train 
as close to an emergo!ncy telephone or an establishment 
as poJSible. If the driver is compelcd to stop his train 
due to a powa failure he should lower the pantograph 
b.;fore leaving the loco for informing TLC. 

(iv) After stopping, the driver should contact the 
Traction Loco Controller. If how.::ver the stoppage 
is due to an accident (derailment. damaged catcnay 
etc.), he should protect the train first before he contacts 
the controUer. 

(v) If the emergency telephone is out of order tho 
driver should wait for 10 minutes and if the supply is 
not restored (he must test for power b) raising the panto· 
graph every 3 minutes) by the time, he must send his 
a~istant with a written message to the nearest station. 

(vi) When the supply is restored the driver should 
resume his normal run again observing G.R. and S.R. 
167. 

(b) S/runting.-In the event of failure of pow~r white 
shunting the driver should immediately trip the circuit 
breaker, lo~r the pantograph and stop the engine. 
Then he should take n..:ecssary instruction from the Station 
Master. 

3.1 
S. Extracts of lnstnu:tloDJ from Prevention of Hot 

Boxes Guide. 

1.s. Some ofthe other items which requirC inspection 
and rcpJirs at the workshops are replacement of all 
axle box liners which is important from the point of 
view of oentralised control of the axle box while in 
service and checking the ftatness of the inside crown of 
the axle box. No concave wear on the inside crown 
is to be p.,:rmitted, under any circumstances. 

6. Extracts of Conference Rules Part IlL 

2.10.3. Maximum permissible total lateral clearance 
betw ... 'Cn the axle guard and the axle box groove or 
between the horn ch\.-ck and axle box (Plate 43) is given 
below:-

Bogie 

Broad and Metre Gauge 10 mm. 
XXX XXX 

Four wheeler 

10 mm. 
XXX 

4.S.t. Axle box visibly worn in such a way as to inter· 
fcrc with the lubrication of the bearing. 

Note under Para 3.9.1. 

Note :-A difference of 13 mm. or more in the working 
camber between any two springs under a unit 
under load will indicate uneven loading or a 
weak spring. 



REVIEW OF RAILWAY BOARD ON VARIOUS PARAS OF REPORT 

Fmdin.,os :-
The findings of the Commi»i<'ner of Railway 

Safety wtth regard to tltc cause of the accident 
and responsibility therefor as given in paras 
8.1 and 8 ·2 of the report are. prima facie, 
acceptable. 

Remarks & Recommendations : 

Para 9.1 :For adopting quicker ways and 
m'ans by the drive;s and gu •rds of trains in 
one direction to communicate warnings to 
adjoining stations and drivers in trains in the 
opposite direction, on heavily worked double 
line sections, the Commission of Railway Safety 
has made the following suggestions :-

(i) Provision of mobile radio commun!ca
tions equipment on diescljdectric loco
motives. 

(ii) Fitting of yelow flashing lights on diesell 
electric locomotives. 

(iii) Supply of fuses to guards and drivers of 
all trains. 

Regarding (i) above, .the matter has been 
examined and position explained to CCRS, 
vide CRB's D.O. letter No. 81/Safety-I/ 
24/1 dated 5-8-81 (Copy enclosed). 

As for (ii), it may be mentioned that flasher 
lights have been provided on all diesel and 
on almost all electric locomotives to serve as 
a warning to drivers of approaching trains to 
stop and avoid running into obstructions, if 
any, canscd by derailed vehicles. A few electric 
locomotives, on South Eastern Railway are 
yet to be provided with flasher lights; work is 
in progress. 

Regarding (iii), instructions have been issued 
to the Railways vide Board's circular letter No. 
79/Safety (A&R)/29/22 dated 9-1-81, laying 
down that in addition to supplying fuses to 
guards/drivers/patrolmen/gatemen working on 
gha!, suburban, automatic and absolute per
missive block territories, fuses >hould :Uso be 
supplied to these categories of staff on double 
and multiple line sections and that detailed 
instructions should be issued explaining the 
circumstances in which the staff should make 
use of this equipment. It has also been stipu
lated that demonstration >hould be organised 
and checks intensified to educate the ;taff to 
ensure that they have a clear concept as to 
when and how fuses are to be used. A copy 
of the circular letter issued is enclosed. 

Para 9.2 : Detailed imtructiom 
special prccautioru; to he taken 
station masters and _tram crew 
~>CC~ions, when a sectton of OHE 

setting out 
by controllers/ 
on electrified 
is found to be 

?4 

faulty, have 1><.-cn imtcd to the Railways vide 
Board's letter No. 80jSafcty (A&R)/29/15 dated 
12-1-81. General Rules 166 has also been 
amended vide notification No. 80/Safety (A&R) 
29/15 dated 30-4-81 to make the position 
explicit. 

Para 9. 3 : As mentioned in this Ministry's 
remarks aga ins! pora 9,2 bove, detailed 
instructions indicating the special precautions 
to be taken by the controllers etc. in the event of 
OHE failure, have b•en issued to the Railways. 

AS r<Cgards the suggestion to switch OFF & 
switch ON supply by the Traction power Cont
roller in a I"e-determined manner to serve "s a 
warinng to the driver of the train on the adjacer.t 
track, such a procedure will be of a little practical 
val.ue _as a driver c~nnot distinguish between 
sw1tchmg OFF of power and tripping of the DJ. 
Once the power is off or the OJ has tripped it 
takes the driver about 3 minutes of complete the 
sequence for re-starting the loco & if the power 
trip ag2in, he is likely to he confused whether 
this is due to a fault on the loco cr as a warning 
signal from the traction power controller. In any 
event delibera•c switch off & switching on of the 
power is u.:. .. desirable as it may dmange the equ .. 
ipme~t. In an~ case, inst~uctions i.ssced vide para 
9.2 wdl help m preventmg a tram en acjuent 
line from running into an obstruction, on an eJe .. 
ctrified section. 

Para 9.4 :The matter cf cn(-to end-running 
of goods train is already in correspondence 
with Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety 
separately. CCRS's letter No. RS. 25-T(7)j79 
dated 5-12-81 and Board's letter No. 80M(W)/ 
814/39 dated 6-2-82 refer. 

Para 9.5 :A study on the subject has been 
conducted by tw~ Officers on Special Duty. 
While the report ts under exammatton, it has 
indicated that there is a brake fade to the extent 
of about 5 per cent for every 500 kms. The 
question of carrying·out intermediate examina. 
tion is under correspondence with the Chief 
Commissioner of Railway Safety separately. 

Para 9.6 : The extent instructions are that 
speed recorders be provided on all locomotives 
working mail/express trains while locomotives 
working through goods trains arc to be provided 
with speed indicators. Since end-to-end runn
ing by itself is only an extension of through 
goods running of diesel and electric locomo
tives, which were already of substantial runs 
it is felt that end-to-end running by itself doc; 
not warrant change of extent instructions. 
In this connection, it is also pointed out that 
dic>el and electric locomotives running end-to
end are not segregated. 



Board have, however, 
speed recorders on new 
electric locomotives. 

approved fitmcnt of 
built main line diesel 

Para 9. 7 : The deficiency of emergency tele
phones was due to non·availability of the ins· 
truments. Action has been taken by the Railway 
Administration to procure adequate number of 
emergency tclcphonC's to provide those in all 
electric locos. 

Para 9. 8: In the case of end-to-end running 
of goods trains, clear iri!)tructions have already 
been issued stipulating the requirements for 
carrymg out intensive examination at the 
originating/next train examining station and 
prefixing •r on· the number of such trains in the 
vacuum brake certificate for the guidanc..:: of 
the opcraung as well a:; mechanical staff en 
route. As for other stock, instructions have 
also been issued vide Board's letter No. 80· 
M(W)/814/39 dated 4-6-82 that it woul,l be 
given intensive examination and mad..:: fit to 
run for 800 Kms. for B.G. This scheme is 
being followed in the case of tank wagons al: o. 
Western Railway have also issued instructions 
that Tank Specials should be given safe-to
run examination at Gangapur City artcr in· 
tensivc examination at Bajuwa. Such a course 
would take care of 800 Kms. run not being ex
ceeded to. 

Para 9.9 :Instructions regarding fresh va· 
cuum brake certificate being issued when 
engines are changed, have been reiterated vide 
Board's letter No. 82/M(C)/141/o, dated 7-7-~2. 

Para 9.10 : Instructions hav.: bxn rcite:·atcd 
hy the Railway Admidstr; tic·n that :II long 
distance trains scheduled for cnd·to·cnd runn· 
ing, after intensive examination at originating 
points should be given the prefix 'I' for thr 
guidance of staff en route. 

Para 9.11 :Action is being taken by the Rail
way to publish the Goods Working Time Table 
incorporating therein inter-sectional running 
time at normal and restricted (for brake-fade) 
speeds. Instructions on the subject are also 
being issued to all the Railways. 

Para 9.12: Necessary action has been taken 
by the Railway Administration in compliance 
with CRS's recommendation. 
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Para 9.13 :A drive was instituted for putting 
side-lamps on brakevans in proper working 
order at train originating stations. The Rail
way has been asked to take ac~ion against the 
examiners at Bandra Marshalling Yard and the 
guards of IBTD Down Goods Train for their 
failure to repair/light side-lamps on the train. 

Para 9.14 :Keeping in view the fact that two 
crew membors are available on the dieselj 
electric locomotives and the operation of VCD 
was found to distract the attention of the driver 
from safety functions, the recommendation No. 
190 contained in Part II of report of RAEC '78 
has been accepted for not pursuing the ins
tallation of VCD of the present design. It was 
also found that VCD served as an irritant to 
the driver. 

Para 9.15 :The General and Subsidiary Rules 
provide for detonators to bo placed on track to 
protect an oncoming train. In addition, flasher 
lights have been provided on diesel/electric loco
motives which are to be switched on immediately 
to warn the driv~rs of approaching trains to 
stop and avoid running into obstructions. 

Feeding the head-light from battery when OHE 
supply fails, as proposed by CRS, is, there
fore, not considered absolutely essential. How
ever, such a feasibility has been examined by 
Western Railway as well as RDSO and it is 
found that this is not an easy proposition that 
can be implemented readily. Considerable 
developmental work will be necessary, which 
has been taken in hand. Action on the proposal 
will be taken based on results of the develop
mental work and technical and financial im
plications. 

Para 9. 16 :Instructions exist not to use 
coaches on Mail and Express trains which had 
last POH more than 12 months ago. In excep
tional cases, when it is unavoidable to do so 
such coaches which have been given POH mor~ 
than 12 months ago, may be used provided 
they arc examined and properly certified by 
Carriage & Wagon staff as fit for service on 
Mail/Express trains after checks on the condi
tion of coaches specially underframes, bogies 
wheel sets, axle box, brake gear and brake power 
etc. Board's instructions contained in letter 
No. 81/M(C)7/7 dated 10-7-81 on the subject. 
arc clear and comprehensive. 
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